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INTRODUCTION
The peaceful fading away of the Soviet Union and its end of Communism is truly one of the most remarkable
events of my lifetime – indeed perhaps of all lifetimes. Considering its dominance on the world stage, the brutality,
fear, paranoia, and socio-economic reaction it created during three-fourths of the 20th century and the passion of
its ideology, that it went away so quietly was amazing. There are many great things about Russia (from blini to
Tchaikovsky) but the two greatest that will be remember from the Soviet era are the winning of the Second World
War and the starting of space exploration.
It was my privilege to witness some of the Soviet space program and to witness a bit of the Soviet Union’s collapse.
I don’t claim to have contributed to or even have been a significant figure in either. I was only there on the fringes
– a witness. But among the more than 50 trips (starting in 1983) I made to the Soviet Union pursuing Mars and
other space goals, I had some truly remarkable adventures – some very unique, many unexpected, and all
memorable. I climbed on hot volcanoes in Kamchatka during the same days Soviet Premier Gorbachev was under
house arrest during a coup, I travelled to a secret Soviet nuclear bomb making facility with the American inventor
of the hydrogen bomb, Edward Teller, I flew in a hot-air balloon over out of bounds in Soviet Lithuania, and
travelled on a Russian naval ship in the Barents’ Sea to observe a submarine launch a ballistic missile carrying a
camera I bought in the Best Buy store less near my home in Pasadena, CA. This book is about those and other
remarkable adventures while I was Executive Director of The Planetary Society. They are personal stories, but
there context is exploring other worlds – in our solar system through planetary science and our own worol through
international cooperation. I was fortunate to work with some very special people who gave me the chance to
create a very special job as entrepreneur of a new organization with a special objective. The new organization
was of course The Planetary Society, co-founded by Carl Sagan, Bruce Murray and me, and the objective was “to
inspire the people of Earth to explore new worlds and seek other life.” Carl ad Bruce were the most special of
those people.
My first trip to the Soviet Union (in 1983) was just after the Soviet Air Force shot down a South Korean civil airliner
with 269 fatalities including that of a U.S. Congressman. The U.S. President Ronal Reagan declared the Soviet
Union to be an “evil empire” and almost all Western airlines boycotted flights to Russia. But I went anyway. We
had created The Planetary Society in1980, focusing on the incoming Reagan Administrations’ tentative decision
to halt the U.S. (NASA) program of planetary exploration after two decades of missions to the Moon, Venus, Mars,
Jupiter and Saturn. They had an ideological belief that the private sector could do it and they wanted to cut the
science budget in order to fund the space shuttle and start a apace station. Their ideology was pushed by
enthusiasts who said the Moon would be a base for commercial activities if only the government would get out
of the way. They got the government out of the way with the result that there were no missions to the Moon
until the late 1990s when the government got back in the game. They also got the government out of the way to
allow private interests to develop a mission to the once-in-a-lifetime visit to Halley’s Comet (in 1986). The result
there was no U.S. mission to the Comet, ceding the adventure to the Soviet Union, Europe and Japan. They also
made the 1980s the only decade since the beginning of the space age without a mission to Mars. This is why we
formed The Planetary Society.
In 1982, Sagan introduced Bruce and me to Roald Sagdeevi, a renowned physicist and the Director of the Space
Research Institute of the Soviet Academy of Space Sciences – essentially the leader of space science in the Soviet
Union. It was my fantastic privilege and opportunity to work with and for these three giants of space science –
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everything I got to do was only because they made it possible. In 1983-84 our Board of Directors (which by then
included Joe Ryanii, a corporate lawyer, and Henry Tanneriii, the Treasurer of Caltech, in addition to Sagan, Murray
and me, added international cooperation to the objectives of The Planetary Society, in part to build greater
technical and popular support for planetary missions and in part because space exploration has a special place as
a geo-political force emanating from it “space race” origins during the Cold War. Planetary exploration by its very
definition is inherently a global enterprise. The human space program’s total raison d’etre has been for geopolitical goals. We hoped to harness that existence and public interest to advance peace and to advance
humankind’s step’s into the cosmos ultimately with a human mission to Mars.
Aside: Bruce and Carl frequently noted that the value of planetary exploration rested not just in its science
but also and much more on the popular appeal of its adventure and on the global breadth of its outlook.
As a science subject, it is one of many – arguably no more worthy or important than other sciences
competing for government funding. Had planetary science to compete in the National Science Foundation
with biology, medical, physics, chemistry astronomy and other projects, its federal support would be far
less. It is the connection to space exploration and relationship to discovery of extraterrestrial life (past,
present or us in the future) that drive its support and public interest.
This is mostly a book of anecdotes and asides: stories from my travels and their connections to international and
public issues. Underlying the travel stories are some great successes: the first encounter and fly-through of
Halley’s Comet; international rover testing leading to NASA adopting rovers into their Mars exploration plans;
building the world’s first solar sail spacecraft; and some great failures – seeing that first solar sailor improperly
launched into the ocean in 2005, and being part of three Russian Mars failures (Phobos ’88 – a partial failure; Mars
’96 and Phobos Sample Return – 2009). During my time there were also three American Mars failures – 1993
Mars Observer, 1999 – Mars Climate Orbiter and 1999 – Mars Polar Lander, the latter of which included two
Russian instruments on-board which the Society helped arrange. Lost with Mars Polar Lander was The Planetary
Society Mars Microphone which was piggy-backing on a Russian Lidar instrument, part of the payload intended to
be landed on Mars.
Aside: Getting the microphone to be part of the Mars Polar Lander is a story in itself. We had developed
the microphone based on an initiative from Prof. Janet Luhmaniv and Dr. Greg Delory at the University of
California Space Sciences Laboratory (Berkeley) and funded it privately through donations from members
of The Planetary Society. We built it to fly on Russian Mars ’96 mission which was to land (and rove) on
Mars. But the launch of Mars ’96 failed and our microphone ended up, like the rest of the spacecraft,
somewhere off the coast of Chile in the South Pacific. We proposed flying it on a NASA Mars Lander (on
the 1999 and 2003 missions), but NASA science process of peer-review decided the science wasn’t good
enough – too much was unknown about what we could possibly hear on the surface of Mars. Of course,
that was precisely our point -- too much is unknown, so let’s explore and find out! The instrument would
cost NASA nothing, take up very little spacecraft mass or power resources, and have enormous public
interest. (So much so that when in the days before the Mars Polar Lander was to land on Mars the front
page picture of it in the Los Angeles Times called out only two instruments: the television camera and our
microphone – the latter not even an official part of the mission.) But we got it on the 1999 mission anyway
though our close connection and working relationship with the Russian space scientists who provided the
Lidar instrument for Mars Polar Lander. The Society had brokered the Russian-American cooperation with
NASA Administrator Dan Goldinv, and Associate Administrator for Science Wes Huntressvi. We did this at
a meeting with Carl (who sadly died at the end of 1996), Bruce and I, together with Roald Sagdeev, now a
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Professor at the University of Maryland (having left Russia and married Susan Eisenhowervii, the granddaughter of President Eisenhower) and now on the Board of The Planetary Society. Some years later after
his retirement from NASA, Wes joined our Board as well and served as our President.
Lost on the Phobos Sample Return was the Living Interplanetary Flight Experiment (LIFE) with Earthly microbes’
piggy-backing a round trip ride through the solar system to investigate possibilities of transpermia. It too had a
out-of-channels history concerning its piggy-back ride. I conceived the LIFE experiment after an experience the
Society had with flying microbes on the Columbia space shuttle – the one that was lost when the shuttle broke
apart during re-entry resulting in the loss of life to the astronauts. That experiment was only in Earth orbit – thus
not much an interplanetary experiment and certainly no of much relevance to testing the theory of transpermia
– life travelling and surviving from planet to planet. To test that we needed a round-trip interplanetary voyage,
which is that the Russian Phobos sample return was supposed to provide. When we suggested the experiment
to our Russian colleagues their scientific leaders said no. Even though it weighed only 50 grams, that was too
precious a part of their scientific payload allotted for returned samples to be given away. However, the Russian
engineers building the spacecraft laughed at that – they were producing a vehicle that weighed many tons, and
hiding our 50 gram microbe canister in their spacecraft for the round-trip was no big deal for them. So we got
the canister imbedded in the return vehicle intended to make the round trip and hoped we could then pick it up
when that vehicle landed on Earth with the returned Phobos samples. We had to go through all sorts of protocols
to ship micro-organism to Russia to put in the spacecraft, but I ended up carrying the canister in my pocket for the
delivery. Some scientists on their team worried about the undocumented carrying of microbes – but I told them
to look at the bottom of my shoes, there were lots of microbes there too. As for worrying about planetary
protection, we weren’t exposing the microbes to anything on Mars and not even on Phobos. And for the return
to Earth, they were just coming home to the place of their origin. As always, we did everything legally even if we
jumped around bureaucratic obfuscation.
This is 2017 – we still await a mission to fly our Mars microphone, and we still await an opportunity to fly LIFE on
a round-trip through interplanetary space.
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U.S./U.S.S.R. Cooperation in Exploring the Solar System – Graz, 1984
My (and The Planetary society’s) in-depth and frequent engagement with Russian space programs with the goal
to advance international cooperation in planetary exploration began with a meeting of Russian and American
scientists which we organized in Graz, Austria in 1984. This was one year after my first trip to the Soviet Union
which I mentioned in the introduction was during a time of great East-West, Cold War tension. In 1983, Yuri
Andropov was General Secretary of the Soviet Communist Party (the de facto head of the country). The night I
arrived on that trip, Andropov was delivering a hard-nosed, belligerent speech responding to President Reagan’s
“evil empire” characterization of the Soviet Union. Andropov had succeeded Leonid Brezhnev succeeded Leonid
Brezhnev in 1982 and himself was succeeded by Konstantin Chernenko in 1984. Between Nov 1982 and March
1985 these three old men Cold Warriors died in office as leaders of the Soviet Union.
During this time official U.S.- U.S.S.R contact was extremely limited and cooperative programs were either
prohibited or discouraged by the two governments. In addition to non-cooperation, the U.S. planetary
exploration program was in stasis – no new missions were approved for the 1980s. In fact, the Reagan
Administration had floated the idea in 1981 to stop the planetary program all together – to focus on getting the
space shuttle flying. In contrast, the Soviet program seemed to be booming: they had two ambitious Venus
orbiters that were using new synthetic aperture radar technology to peer through the clouds and get the first
images of the planet’s surface. They were planning a balloon to fly in the Venus atmosphere and were then
going to use a Venus gravity assist to redirect that same mission to provide the first close fly through of Halley’s
Comet during its one per lifetime trip through the inner solar system in 1986. They were also planning Mars
missions with balloons and rovers and a mission to the Martian moon, Phobos. The U.S. had no Mars plans at
all, and our only planetary missions were the delayed Galileo and scaled down Venus mission which became
Magellan – both begun in the previous decade and neither of which would launch until the last year of the
1980s.
To add to this dismal context, Soviet-American communications were extraordinarily difficult. Phone service
was cumbersome and had to go through intermediate operators. To call home while on my first Russian trips I
had to go to a central Moscow Post Office, stand in line to wait for a phone, and then ask a lady at the front desk
to place the call for me – it took her about 30 minutes, after I waited in line. (Undoubtedly too, she or someone
listened in on the call). It was before widespread use of e-mail or even fax machines. We used Telexes, and
they, too, were formal processes that had to go through channels. But, somehow, The Planetary Society – a
Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) with few inhibitions or rules, was able to get on the forefront of
communications. We had an Apple II computer -- their first mass marketed machine, donated by one of our
members. We signed up with Western Union (!) for their new e-mail service (of course with a dial-up modem)
and developed a partnership with a non-profit “San Francisco-Moscow Teleport” for fledgling internet
connectivity to the Soviet Union. With this we became players in space science international cooperation
projects and even brought a computer to Moscow to set up a tiny office for cooperation and communication.
Our purpose was twofold: advance international cooperation because it is good for space science and
exploration, and develop broader contacts for planetary missions even while the U.S. program was in a political
quagmire.
Aside: Taking computers to the Soviet Union was rather controversial – but we did everything legally.
We obtained Export Control Licenses for our computers from the U.S. State and Commerce Department
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at a time NASA said it was impossible to do so. I found it easy to pit one bureaucracy against the other
in order to secure support – e.g. it helped at State to complain about NASA, etc. Also while in Russia I
would visit both the U.S. Embassy and the Dept. of Commerce commercial office whose job it was to
help visiting Americans navigate official waters. Even during tense times, people whose job it is to help,
do so. For this reason I am not one who rails against bureaucrats: they are the folks who gets things
done. Like in any other profession there are good one and bad ones – usually governed by their attitude
(I’m here to help vs. I am here to hinder).
International cooperation was greatly desired by the scientists from both countries – it enhanced and added
opportunities for missions and data gathering, and it stimulated the creativity necessary both in conceiving and
synthesizing science knowledge. But the prohibitions and bureaucratic inhibitions were frustrating. Sagdeev
and Sagan suggested that perhaps we could organize a private meeting of involved scientists during an
international conference, the COSPAR conference (Committee on SPAce Research of the International
Astronomical Union) planned in Graz in mid-1984. This bi-annual conference is the world’s largest gathering of
space scientists, but normally the interactions between government delegations are rather limited and formal.
Austria was a good place to do this since at the time it was a more neutral location than either the West or the
Soviet Bloc. We decided to host a dinner in a private dining room, with no government personnel, so as to
permit informal and unfettered discussion. Both NASA and the Soviet Agency, Interkosmos, frowned on this
(and I witnessed one NASA official trying to dissuade on of the scientists there from attending), but that is what
NGO’s are for.
Although Bruce Murray didn’t come to Graz, he provided a strong impetus for the Society’s venture promoting
international cooperation. Carl Sagan was there and was a prime force in making the meeting come about. Both
he and Bruce, on our side, and Sagdeev on the Soviet side understood the significance and value of international
cooperation and its particular benefit for planetary exploration. The job of organizing the meeting fell, of
course, on me; it was the prime reason for my European trip that summer.
Aside: I have two stories to relate from that trip that also assist in understanding the historical context
of the Cold War. My wife, Connie, and 20 year old daughter,Rachel, accompanied me on the trip to
Germany (to visit family), Czechoslovakia (to attend an International Halley Watch meeting), Austria (for
the Graz meeting) and France (for a friend’s Bar Mitzvah). We rented a car and drove everywhere. In
Germany I was invited to visit a planetarium which housed the world’s longest refracting telescope (the
Great Treptow Refractor, Treptow Observatory) on top of a building in a dismal region of East Berlin. It
looked like a cannon. Then, of course, the Berlin Wall still stood and we had to get visas to go through
Checkpoint Charlie for the one day visit. After seeing the telescope we decided to spend our otherwise
worthless East German marks on dinner. I had some extra East German money which would be no good
once we returned to the West, so I had a couple of extra beers and decided to let my daughter drive us
back. But we got lost (no GPS yet) and had to stop an East German policeman for ask for help. He
noted that it was late – we had only 30 minutes to get back through the border or else would have to
spend the night on the Communist side. With him walking and us following in our car, we just made it.
Needless to say, Connie was not pleased.

Another Aside: this took place in Prague, where I was attending a meeting of the International Halley
Watch. I had met a young Czech student, Tomas Svitek,viii a couple of years earlier working on a solar
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sail paper, and had kept in touch with him. When he learned Connie, Rachel and I were going to be in
Prague he asked if we could meet. When we did, he took me into a private room and sotto voce said to
me that he and his family were planning an undocumented emigration from Czechoslovakia –
surreptitiously through Yugoslavia). Would I carry some school papers add documents out of the
country for him? Sure, I said. (Connie said, “That sounds dangerous.”) I did – and indeed we got
stopped and searched at the border by Czech border guards. But, they were more interested in the
good Czech beer I was taking with me, and they allowed us through without incident. Tom, incidentally,
made it with his family and his fiancée (now wife), came to Pasadena, earned a Ph.D. at Caltech and
started his own aerospace company. His baby brother (carried on his father’s back as they hiked out of
Yugoslavia) became a football player in the NFL. Taking refugees is good. Tom and his family have
become lifelong friends and Tom remains one of the most innovative (and brilliant) aerospace engineers
scientists I know. (I had to correct the designation of engineer – Tom has a Ph.D in science from Caltech
and in the rarified world of academia we wouldn’t want to diminish that standing with “engineer.” I can
say that – I am “only” an engineer from MIT. Of course my undergraduate degree is in mathematics,
and that ranks even higher than scientist for its purity in academia.) His company built The Planetary
Society LightSail spacecraft and is now building a smallsat for Mars.
The Graz dinner meeting wasn’t exactly clandestine, but it was organized quietly. Remarkably it came together
with 19 scientists: 8 American, 6 Soviet, 3 from Europe and two from The Planetary Society (Carl Sagan and me).
We had a substantive and excellent discussion, wrote up a report and sent it to many government officials, and
paved the way for a number of American-Soviet collaborations in the following years in space science and
exploration – most notably international cooperation on missions to Comet Halley and introducing NASA to the
virtues of Mars Rovers.
.
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To Mars Via Balloon: Lithuania August 1988
Travel is the frivolous part of serious lives, and the serious part of frivolous ones. -Anne Sophie Swetchine.
(Aukstaitija National Park, Lithuania)

A wonderful way to explore Mars would be with a balloon. Let the wind provide the propulsion for what in
essence would be an air-borne rover. During the day the Sun would heat up the balloon, expanding the
enclosed helium gas and the balloon would rise in the atmosphere and fly along in the currents of the (rather
considerable) Martian wind. At night, the cooler gas would cause the balloon to deflate and descend. But how
to avoid it descending all the way and crashing to the surface? That was the problem tackled by a group of
students working under the guidance of Jim Burkeix in a summer program at Caltech – a program initiated by
Planetary Society and Caltech Professor, Bruce Murray.
Jim was America’s first planetary project manager – he led the development and conduct of the Ranger missions
to the Moon at the beginning of the space age. His remained in love with the Moon ever after. His experience
also included some secret work for some U.S. intelligence agency (in cooperation with JPL) monitoring the Soviet
space program. He was a Naval Aviator after his graduation from Caltech and joined JPL in 1949 – in its very
earliest days and of course was there when the Lab produced the U.S. first satellite, Explorer I in 1958. I started
at JPL in 1970, well after this early history of the space age, and in the mid-1970s when I was promoted to
“program manager”, Jim was my boss. After retiring from JPL he retained his enthusiasm for space exploration
and joined us at The Planetary Society, mentoring students and helping us devise ideas to seed exploration
projects. (One seed project was actually called a “dandelion seed,” an aerodynamic lightweight device that
could float down through the Martian atmosphere to place small payloads on the surface). Jim retained (even
to this day in his late 80s) his youthful enthusiasm for nurturing new ideas with out-of-the-box thinking. He was
a part of the Gossamer Condor team which built the first human-powered airplane. I recall him telling a group
of students, “you will never hear me say, ‘we tried that and it won’t work.’ “ He was the perfect mentor for
students – which he did for many years at the International Space University, and which he did at
Caltech with our Mars Balloon project.
Using a balloon to explore planets was not our idea – French scientist Jacques Blamontx was leading
development of a French balloon to fly on a Russian mission to Venus in 1985. Blamont, a close friend of Bruce
Murray, also was an advisor to The Planetary Society who helped us think how balloons might fly in the much
thinner atmosphere of Mars. (On Venus it is much easier –the atmosphere is very much thicker and the day
many months longer, so the balloon could stay aloft indefinitely or at least until its gas finally leaked out).
Aside: Blamont is (he is still alive today in his 90’s) awesome, a true giant of space exploration He was
the co-founder and science director of the French space agency. He also discovered hydrogen in the
Martian atmosphere in a French-Soviet experiment in the 1960s. He organized Russian cooperation by
the French, European cooperation among Britain and France, Russian cooperation with Americans and
of course American cooperation with France – a true internationalist who nonetheless was totally
French in culture and manner. I met him while leading Advanced Programs at JPL, specifically working
with him on Halley Comet missions as well as ideas for Mars exploration like the Balloon and the Rolling
Ball, a balloon which could roll on the Martian surface under the influence of surface winds. He played
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a huge part in the international cooperation for Halley’s Comet missions and in many other missions in
France, the U.S.S.R. and the U.S. He is very well known, with many honors, in France and even in his 80s
was active developing infrastructure relief for satellite education in Haiti.
Murray’s student project at Caltech (with Burke and the students) was only a summer program – but it was so
interesting and so promising, that he suggested we find a way to keep researching and testing the Mars balloon
concept. This “suggestion” (with Bruce, it was more a direction) serendipitously was given to me at the same
time as our Planetary Society fundraising consultants were telling us we needed exciting projects to allow
people to become involved in planetary exploration, to give people a stake in the exploration of new worlds.
Always able to do simple arithmetic, I put 2+2 together: the need to fund research with students of the new
concept of a Mars balloon with the need to come up with an exciting appeal to raise funds from our
membership. This was before the Internet, when crowd-funding was called “direct mail.” Yes, The Planetary
Society was crowd-funding for private space ventures before the word was invented. The Mars Balloon was a
great fundraiser, and the work attracted some really interesting and bright people.
One was a former student of Blamont’s, now an accomplished aerospace engineer in the U.S. and an amateur
balloonist with experience in both gas and hot air balloons. That was Tom Heinsheimerxi. Two came to us from
the Aerospace Engineering program at Utah State University led by Professor Frank Redd – a good friend, superb
teacher and innovative engineer. He recommended his students: Jim Cantrell and George Powell. (More on
them later: they both went on to outstanding careers in business and engineering and contributed significantly
to space innovation by The Planetary Society). Two of JPL’s most outstanding project managers: Gene Giberson
who directed the Mariner Venus-Mercury mission (among others) and Bud Schurmeier who led the Voyager
project to the Outer Planets and Galileo to Jupiter (among others) both joined our Planetary Society team after
they retired from JPL. They participated on many of our adventures, testing the Mars balloon concept in the
Mojave Desert and other exotic places around the world and are examples of what I said in the introduction – it
has been my privilege to work with some great people. And, of course, Bruce himself was deeply involved in the
Mars Balloon project – even driving the off-road vehicles into the desert for our test program. Eric Gaidos, one
of Bruce’s students at Caltech also was part of our world-class brilliant team.
Blamont was the chief scientist at the French space agency – but France did not have an independent planetary
program. International collaboration with NASA and with the Soviet space program (and later with the
European Space Agency) enabled them to be players in planetary exploration. Blamont was working with the
Russians to develop a balloon for them to fly on their Venera (Venus) missions. Through him, and of course
through Roald Sagdeev, the direction of Soviet space science, we met Slava Linkinxii and Viktor Kerzhanovichxiii,
planetary scientists working on the Mars balloon concept. Over the years that followed they both became very
close personal friends and a part of my wife’s and my life. As mentioned elsewhere, our promotion of
American-Soviet planetary exploration cooperation, and the Mars Balloon, with Russian French and Americans
working together became a model for the benefits of international cooperation. The exciting project idea and
the fundraising opportunity came together to create a new initiative for The Planetary society in international
cooperation, one in which our little non-governmental organization could be a major player with the space
agencies – at least the Russian and French agencies; NASA was pretty negative in the mid-980s with a nearly
moribund planetary program and hostile relations with the Soviet Union. However, times change, attitudes
change, and in the 1990s we had great relations and cooperation, and involvement, with NASA.
.
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I went to Russia, via an invitation by Roald Sagdeev, then the leader of the Space Research Institute of Russian
Academy of Sciences in 1983. That visit was followed by many in subsequent years. He introduced me to two
scientists mentioned above deeply involved in their Mars and Venus exploration projects: Slava Linkin and
Viktor Kerzhanovich. Slava was more the scientist and Viktor more the engineer, and they complemented each
other (and me) perfectly. They were working on Venus balloon, with Jacques, as well as on ideas for future Mars
missions being planned by the Soviets for the late 1980s. (Again, it is noteworthy to point out again that at this
point in time the U.S. was working on no new planetary missions – only trying to get ones from the last decade
launched while NASA was preoccupied with building the space shuttle). It was only natural that we began to
discuss the Mars balloon.
Meanwhile, back at home, Jim Burke and Jim Cantrell came up with the solution to the problem of preventing
the Mars balloon from crashing to the surface. They invented the “snake.” Tom Heinsheimer points out this
was really invented in 1783 – as a guide rope on the Montgolfier balloon. Basically it is a long rope carried by
the balloon that when it descends to the surface (due to cooling gas in the balloon envelope) it rests on the
surface and supports the balloon to which it is tethered. If the rope’s mass is just right, it will support the weight
of weakly buoyant balloon above. They enhanced that idea by making the rope a flexible (sectioned) metallic
cannister (something like a series of tin cans on a string) that could hold scientific instruments to make
measurements on the Martian surface. Thus we had a solution to the Mars balloon flight problem and a
potentially low cost means of making unique measurements right on the surface of Mars. The Russians and the
French were quick to “get it” and enthusiastically invited our participation on the project. American planetary
scientists at the time were not even interested in Mars rovers – hoping to get lucky enough to propose a simple
orbiter for Mars in the 1990s. Dan Goldin changed all that when he became NASA Administrator in the 1990s,
but more on that later.
ASIDE: NASA is still not interested in Mars balloons, but of course they are now very interested in rovers
– and JPL is doing an innovative technology experiment with a small Mars helicopter as an add-on to the
planned Mars F Rover mission. That mission’s primary purpose is to collect surface samples for some
later (still undefined and unapproved) collection and return to Earth. Those samples will be cached
along the rover’s traversed track. I am very unsure of how or even if that will work. I am even unsure
that a robotic Mars sample return will ever be approved – the cost is so high that it will demand a major
share of the planetary science budget, something the community as a whole might not want to give up.
Furthermore if there is any progress being made on NASA’s main exploration goal – sending humans to
Mars, then it might be more prudent and efficient to let the human crew bring back samples from Mars,
as they did from the Moon with Apollo. They can bring bank much more. The debate about the human
role in Mars exploration is a long-running one and involves much more than money; it also involves the
environmental concern of planetary protection – keeping Mars free from Earth contamination and
taking care not to bring any Mars contaminants back to Earth.
All this discussion is my introduction as to how we came to fly hot-air balloons in Soviet Lithuania during the
Cold War (August 1988), and our adventures there. Our mission goal was to advance and test the novel concept
of a Mars Balloon by conducting both instrument and technology tests while flying in hot-air balloons on Earth.
Another equally important objective (as almost always for The Planetary Society) was team-building and
advocacy. As a non-profit organization with no government or any other space program funding the Society
relied on member donations, volunteers and cooperative relationships. All three of these were important to the
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Maars Balloon. I mentioned above our building a world-class team of seasoned expert and enthusiastic students
to develop the “snake.” This team took our ideas into the field with extensive testing in the Mojave Desert both
with piloted balloons and unmanned ones. As mentioned, Heinsheimer was an experienced (and noted)
amateur balloonist. He knew balloon flight logistics and had many contacts he could draw on for equipment and
procedures. During one of our working meetings in Moscow on the Mars balloon development, he proposed
test flights with piloted balloons in Russia under the auspices of The Planetary Society and the Russian Space
Research Institute responsible for the Mars mission. Viktor Kerzhanovich took the lead in Russia to enlist the
support of balloon clubs there working the channels of Soviet Union government approval to allow a group of
foreigners into the Soviet Union to fly in otherwise restricted areas. The Planetary Society as a nongovernmental group was free of bureaucratic restrictions and could serve as the organization conducting the
mission. Viktor made contact with a Lithuanian balloon club willing to be host and responsible for local
arrangements. This was no mean task in the Soviet Union: getting approvals for a bunch of American scientists
and engineers (some working on sensitive and even classified projects) to bring equipment and themselves to fly
on a Soviet airfield over the Lithuanian countryside. The American group included a couple of JPL employees,
taking personal time unrelated to their real work, one of whom had to get special permission with many rules
and constraints, since he also was working on a defense department, classified project. Before we left Doug
warned us, “never leave me alone with Soviet personnel – one of you be with me at all times; I also have to
account for all time spent there.”
Our hosts were terrific, welcoming us, giving us good accommodations – both personally and for our equipment
and balloons. Our flights were to occur within the confines of an airfield near Kaunus, Lithuania where an area
had been set aside for us. There were hangers to store and work on the balloons (we had two and the
Lithuanian group had several more). Within a couple of days everyone was working together, and on the third
day Doug was asked to help with a repair issue on one of the Lithuanian balloons. After about 3-4 hours we
noticed he wasn’t around and no one knew where he was. Even me, who is usually dismissive of paranoid fears
of enemy kidnapping, began to worry after another 3 hours elapsed with no Doug. Hadn’t he warned us
explicitly not let him get into this situation? Finally about 8 pm he showed up with a group from the local
balloon club explaining that he worked with them, then had to go get a part for their repair, and then when they
got done, they all went for some dinner and social time. Worry and paranoia disappeared.
Each day a flight program was specified – Tom was the expert, and he would recommend a plan which I would
agree would meet our objectives. One of the Russians in charge of their group came up and asked me: “who is
in charge here?” Anxious to preserve The Planetary Society’s lead role, I answered, “I am, and I am delegating
Tom Heinsheimer to lead the flight program.” That may have been risky.
When it was my turn for a longer test flight, he put me in with him, Slava Linkin, the lead Soviet scientist working
on the Mars balloon project (and my very good and close friend), and Viktor for a flight where we would let our
test radar antenna out of the balloon to make measurements as we overflew the air field. About 5-6 minutes
into the flight as we were moving away from our ground support team, Tom yelled at me, “pull in the antenna.”
When I was a bit slow in responding, Viktor grabbed it with me and we pulled it in. We were flying toward the
boundary fence of the airfield and might have hit it with the antenna. I saw trucks on the ground chasing us and
people yelling and turned to question Tom. He was smiling as we flew over the fence and into the Lithuanian
countryside. I think our excuse was to be that it was “inadvertent” due to difficulty in getting to the controls
because of the antenna rigging. (Obviously not the case, since that would be unsafe). It was pleasant flying free
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and when I asked where we going to land, Tom and Viktor pointed to a nice field just on the other side of a river
now nearly underneath us. Unbeknownst to me at the time was that spot was more than 25 miles from the
nearest bridge – which meant it would be a couple of hours before ground support could reach us with a truck
to carry us and the balloon back.
The landing was perfect – about 20 feet from a cow tethered in the field who mooed a lot, but otherwise
seemed unconcerned. An elderly lady (babushka and all) came by with a young boy in tow to retrieve her cow.
Ah ha, I thought, time to exercise my facility with the Russian language and explain to her who we were. While
Viktor, Tom and Slava busied themselves with the balloon, I went up to them and explained we were Russian
and American space scientists working together and that our balloon was a vehicle we would use for exploring
Mars. She looked at me strangely, but nonetheless made it known that we should follow her to her home. After
packing the balloon, we did, and she invited us in her tiny one room wooden cottage for some refreshment.
Soon Viktor came up to me and told me that she interpreted what I had said, that we were Martians who have
just arrived here to explore Earth.
Two points about that: (1) my Russian is not so good; (2) people generally are nonplussed about there being
Martians who want to explore Earth, and Earthings who want to explore Mars. In general most people I have
met outside of “space circles” take the exploration of Mars as a given – something we will do, are doing, or
maybe have even done already. Even Martians being there (or here) might not be surprising.
We worked on the Mars Balloon for several years, and had many test flights in the U.S. and Russia. We flew in
hot air balloons in Mojave Desert over a Marine area they used for testing ammunition, and tested helium
balloons in unmanned flight with French, Russian and American engineers also in the Mojave. CNES, the French
space agency, got serious about developing the balloon for a Russian Mars mission they hoped to fly in the
1990s. Jim Cantrell on our Planetary Society team had by this time developed quite a bit of expertise with
balloons; he had now graduated from Utah State University and was beginning his career as an aerospace
engineer [FIX]. We offered our experience and know-how to CNES by giving them Jim Cantrell for a year, to
work in Toulouse. This resulted in another first for The Planetary Society – taking government money, French
government, to pay for Jim’s time and travel as part of a contract from CNES. Their funding an American
organization was highly unusual. Jim eded up working their two years, becoming quite fluent in French and
gaining valuable international experience. Eventually, however, Russian attention shifted to wheeled rovers for
surface exploration of Mars, and French attention shifted away from planetary missions as their budget shrank.
Sadly,, they gave up much of their role in planetary science. In addition, our tests also revealed that
automatically inflating the balloons during the very short period of entry and descent on Mars was risky. As
both NASA and Russia began to develop Mars rovers, the balloon work gradually was phased out. Nonetheless,
I think there may be a future for Mars balloons – perhaps in concert with human exploration. I can imagine
humans at a Maars base, inflating balloons and sending them aloft to explore the surrounding regions, much like
we use weather balloons here on Earth.
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Protecting Earth from Armageddon: Chelyabinstk-70 in Sept. 1994
It is 1:30 in the morning. The road, roughly some 16 kilometers (10 miles) east of the Europe- Asia dividing line,
is pitch-black except for the headlights of our bus and the whirring blue light of the security car in front of us. I'm
not sure why we have security-maybe because we are visitors to a high-level, closed military nuclear bombmaking facility, or maybe simply as protection from the highway robbery that is rampant on Russian back roads.
After a nearly 24-hour airplane trip, we have just landed in Yekaterinburg (formerly Sverdlovsk in the Soviet
Union) in the southern Urals and are now en route to Chelyabinsk-70, site of the Soviet hydrogen bomb
development. In the front seat of our dark bus, the father of the American hydrogen bomb, Edward Teller, is in
earnest discussion with our host, Vadim Simonenko. They are talking about how an asteroid might break apart in
space if huge nuclear explosives are fired inside it. To me this scene is surreal. On that late September morning
in 1994, less than three years after the break-up and end of the Soviet Union, we were on our way to a highly
unusual meeting of Russian nuclear physicists. The Russians invited us to attend, together with planetary
scientists Tom Gehrels (of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory at the University of Arizona) and David Morrison
(of NASA Ames Research Center) and representatives of the American nuclear weapons community. I had come
to learn what the nuclear physicists proposed to do about the potential danger of near Earth asteroids hitting
Earth. The Planetary Society had long been interested in and supporting discovering and exploring these objects
for science, to understand their potential as space resources and to monitor and assess the threat to Earth from
an asteroid impact. (18.5 year later by a cosmic coincidence an asteroid indeed hit the city of Chelyabinsk
without warning causing the only known injury to humans from an asteroid impact in history – injuries from
flying glass shattered by the atmospheric explosion.)
The weapons specialists at this meeting generally believed that near-Earth objects (NEOs) could be deflected or
pulverized by nuclear weapons and done so safely – with appropriate and rigorous safeguards.. Many papers on
asteroid intercept schemes and on methods for delivering explosives were presented. Most dealt with highimpact analysis, although implanting a nuclear charge from a slow rendezvous was also cited. Deflection by the
shock wave of powerful nuclear explosion some distance from the NEO was also considered – the thought being
this would mitigate break-up of the object into many separate threatening projectiles. This was before it was
known that many asteroids are loose conglomerates, like a rubble pile. There was widespread agreement in this
group that nuclear explosives are the only known means to reliably deflect or destroy an asteroid. This is not an
opinion widely shared, and in the years since this conference there have many studies of alternate deflection
methods for moving an asteroid. Among them are kinetic impacts (no explosives), gravity tug, laser ablation and
ion beam deflection. The trouble is that they all require very accurate and very long-range advance prediction,
which in turn requires a long term observation programs, limited by the orbital visibility of the NEOs. The
astronomers and space scientists in attendance generally favored observation and exploratory missions, not
nuclear experimentation, for the time being, and left open the question of when to initiate a deflection or
intercept program. Several papers on observation programs were presented, and there was considerable debate
about whether expensive space based observatories are needed. These debates and discussions continue today,
but with much more knowledge and experience with NEOs that have been discovered in the last 25 years.
More debate centered on Teller's assertion that it would be cheaper and easier to get information about
asteroids by conducting experiments on them with nuclear explosives than by making in situ measurements. The
Russian space science community was not represented at the meeting and has shown little interest in the
subject. But the subject of asteroid and comet impacts has received worldwide popular attention as a result of
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the now convincing evidence that a near-Earth asteroid (or comet; the distinction is sometimes fuzzy) led to the
extinction of the dinosaurs as well as to other evolutionary changes on our planet. The discovery of the nuclear
winter effect-the changes in climate caused by dust and debris from a huge explosion (nuclear, volcanic or
impact) also did its part to heighten public awareness. The impact of comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 on Jupiter in July
1994 additionally intensified public concern about comet and asteroid impacts. In the mid-1990s most attention
was being paid to the threat from a huge, civilization-destroying impact. Today, there is as much attention to
the higher probability small or medium-size impacts that can cause intense local or regional destruction.
Whether or not an anti-asteroid nuclear weapon program is a safe and sound idea is very controversial – but not
so much to this gathering of nuclear weapons veterans. In their view, they had saved the world from nuclear
war (by building weapons with a capability of mutually assured destruction – deterring their use. Now they
could save the world from another type of Armageddon – a cosmic impact. I admired their idealism, but not
their realism. Deterrence might work against people, but I doubt it is effective against celestial bodies. The
conference attendees in Chelyabinsk-70 adopted a resolution proclaiming the dangers of an impact to be
significant and calling for the initiation of a global program of observation and protection (I didn’t sign).
Riding in a bus with the father of the hydrogen bomb at 1:30 am wasn’t the only surreal experience of my trip to
Chelyabinsk-70. Posing for pictures with Teller and Soviet nuclear bomb-makers with Teller’s recorder seized
while recording Teller was another. And having a security officer catch up to me while I went out on a morning
run was disconcerting – especially when he ordered me to go to breakfast “like everyone else.” The Soviet
hammer and sickle continued to fly on the streets even though the Soviet Union had dissolved nearly three
years earlier.
Teller was pretty old during this trip, but his mind was sharp and active. While many characterized him as Dr.
Strangelove, loving nuclear weapons, he did so in the idealistic belief that they were deterrents to war and could
be handled safely. I did not always appreciate his political views (like those he had selling President Reagan the
Star Wars concept) I did appreciate what I though was his rigorous honesty about technical matters. I recall him
firmly correcting one of his protégées accompanying him on the trip who was overselling the safety of using
nuclear explosives in space.
But my biggest surprises on the trip was from a schoolteacher who came up to me in our hotel restaurant. He
asked me to come to town library and speak to two groups of students. Chelyabinsk-70 was a closed town
(essentially a secret one) but the large community of nuclear scientists, engineers and other works there
naturally had families, with children in school. Imagine my surprise when I walked into the Library and saw
Planetary Society posters, magazines and other literature. They turned out be a Planetary Society student group
in this remote town that had formed during our 1991-1992 "Together to Mars" worldwide essay contest. It was
a delightful experience to meet and talk with them and a welcome antidote to the ponderous, high-security,
nuclear weapons atmosphere otherwise surrounding me.
ASIDE: It has been very rewarding and (dare I admit it) a source of pride for me to discover Planetary
Society influences among young people around the world. Not just young, of course, but especially
young people. Once, in Honduras, during a U.N. Basic Space Science Workshop for Latin America,
Adriana Ocampo (a NASA scientist and Advisor to The Planetary Society) visited a school class in a rural
town and found the same incredible interest in exploring Mars and wondering about the possibility of
life on other worlds. Space exploration may be a “luxury” – a discretionary activity for first world
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countries (and rich individuals) but scientific knowledge and the inspiration of exploring other worlds is
not. It is a basic interest of humankind.
The subject of planetary defense – protecting the Earth from asteroid and comet impacts – is fraught with
contradictions. When The Planetary Society began funding observations of Near-Earth Asteroids in the early
1980s the subject was generally ignored by planetary scientists and asteroids were considered the “vermin of
the sky” by astronomers. We formed a close relationship with Eugene Shoemaker (who was a close colleague
of Bruce Murray’s with a Caltech affiliation) and Gene’s colleagues, his wife Carolyn and co-investigator, Eleanor
(Glo) Helin. Glo soon branched out and formed her own independent observation program – at a time when
woman colleagues weren’t taken too seriously. She pioneered a number of searches funded in part by NASA
and in part by private contributions from The Planetary Society and the World Space Foundation. Sagan and
Murray were prescient in recognizing oth the scientific significance and public interest in these objects whose
orbits are very close to that of Earth’s. But it was Gene Shoemaker’s work counting craters on the Moon that
led to a breakthrough in understanding. Gene was a geologist advisor to the Apollo astronauts – helping them
to know what to look for and pick up on their lunar missions. He also was an incredibly detailed observer of
lunar craters who soon deduced that they were there because of the many impacts the Moon had received by
Near-Earth objects in the neighborhood. It wasn’t much of a leap of logic to realize that if the Moon had been
so impacted, so had been the Earth. But Earth’s atmosphere had burnt up many of them and the oceans and
terrestrial land upheavals obliterated evidence from those that made it through the atmosphere. As this
realization was leading to new appreciation for the significance of Near-Earth objects another American
planetary geologist examining what appeared to be impact debris in Italy tied that debris to a giant impact in the
eastern Caribbean Sea region (now known to be at the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico). The debris was material
that was age-dated from 65 million years ago – a time known at the Cretaceous-Tertiary Boundary of Earth’s
geologic history – a time also known to be just when the dinosaurs went extinct. All this – the discovery of many
impacts on the Moon, the discovery of impact debris in Italy, and the extinction of the dinosaurs could be a
coincidence. But instead it turned out to be pieces in the puzzles of dinosaur extinction and planetary evolution.
Now we know the Earth has been subject to many impacts, some even bigger than the one 65 million years ago.
The consequences of such impacts lead to both species extinction and species renewal and the extinction of the
dinosaurs in particular may be a most significant factor in the rise of mammals on Earth – a fact which led to us,
humans.
Studies of near-Earth objects now flourish –including with several space missions to explore them up close.
Asteroids may be rich in resources for space development – and there are fledgling companies investigating the
feasibility of mining them. They may also serve as interim bases or for the raw material for human habitats.
That’s the bright side. The dark side is that we can be certain there will be other large impacts on Earth – maybe
not soon, but certainly sometime. Some impacts will be small like the one in Chelyabinsk in 2013 (which still
caused damage and injury), some like the one in Tunguska in 1908 which destroyed thousands of square miles of
forest (fortunately uninhabited) and even some (someday) that might be civilization destroying. When? – We
do not know. It could be a million years from now – or next year. While the probability is low that this will
happen any time during any now living politician’s lifetime it still is a subject that occupies government
attention. Not much, however – very little money or official program support is given to the idea of deflecting
or preparing for an asteroid impact. The contradiction between the enormous significance of these objects and
the immediacy of providing any support for mitigating the threat remains with us – similar to the controversy
years ago about whether these objects were even scientifically significant. But I am glad that we, in the early
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1980s recognized their importance and provided seed funding to initiate projects to explore them. That it made
me (not an asteroid scientist or nuclear engineer) a player in this historic and remarkable conference at the
Soviet nuclear city of Chelyabinsk-70 with Edward Teller is personally gratifying.
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Sweating Out a Coup: Kamchatka August 1991
The Russian peninsula of Kamchatka is a distinct and remote place. Across the Bering Sea from
Alaska, it is closer to Los Angeles (6634 km) than it is to Moscow (6800 km). But to get there from
almost anywhere is at least a 24 hour trip.
It is not just distance that makes it remote. It is also its isolation. There is no road connecting it to
the rest of Russia. You can only get there by boat or plane. The residents call the rest of Asia,
"the continent.” Until the 1990s it was hidden by secretive communist regimes. For years even
non-resident Russians needed special complicated arrangements to visit relatives there, and
foreigners were generally forbidden.
With its lush and bountiful forests, full rivers and surrounded by the plentiful fishing areas of the
Sea of Oshtosk, Bering Sea and the Pacific Ocean, Kamchatka rises in two incredible volcanic
chains --the most active on this planet. There are 29 currently active volcanoes among the
hundreds of peaks. Black ash tens of meters deep covers vast areas. Hills of cinders, lava flows
and steep cliffs make this place seem like another world.
Why would four American space engineers go to this remote and beautiful land of the Soviet
Union in the middle of coup undertaken to save the communist regime? Because we want to go
to Mars. The Soviets chose Volcano Tolbachik as their Mars. It is a Mars-like terrain to test the
vehicles they hoped will explore the Martian surface. The Planetary Society’s unusual role on the
Russian Mars '96 mission came about as follow-on to our earlier work testing the concept of a
Mars Balloon Guiderope (the “Snake”). Following the balloon flights in Lithuania (discussed in
another chapter) we organized the first tests of the Mars Balloon and guide rope system for the
French Space Agency, Centre National d'Etudes Spatiale, in the Mojave Desert in September,
1990. Soviet project participants here observing those tests asked if we could perform a similar
role in organizing test activities for the newly designed Marsokhod -- Mars Rover. The
Society had been urging NASA and U.S. government officials to develop more international
activities in planetary exploration, and we were particular advocates of adding rovers to NASA
mission planning. It seems hard to believe now, but in the 1980s and early 1990s NASA’s Mars
program was languishing and scientists actually opposed including rovers as part of future
Mars payloads. They thought they took up too much weight I recall a science advisory group
meeting at NASA at which one of the scientists present vehemently declared, “the rover is a toy
– and we would have to give up five payload instruments in order to accommodate it.” We
presciently disagreed and ultimately our work and our opinion changed people’s minds – even
the scientists’!
Meanwhile the Soviets were developing Marsokhods. These were natural successors to the very successful
Lunakhods they had flown in the early 1970s. Most people do not remember that the Soviet Union had
successful missions to the Moon after Apollo – missions with rovers (Lunahods) and even robotic missions
that returned samples from the surface of the Moon. This still stands as a unique achievement – the Soviet
Union is the only country to carry out a planetary surface sample return – from the Moon in 1970-74. The
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country also had done a small Mars rover in 1971 – apparently landing it successfully although no data was
ever returned from that mission. They now in the latter half of the 1980s and the early 1990s (even while
the country’s political system was drastically changing) making a mighty effort to develop a rover for Mars
exploration. And they knew that there were technical and political benefits from international cooperation
– even in NASA was prohibited from engagement.
The Planetary Society team consisted of Harris M. (Bud) Schurmeier, former Mariner and Voyager project
manager, Thomas Heinsheimer, an aerospace consultant (mentioned in the Balloon chapter), Roger Bourke,
JPL Leader of Moon, Mars Exploration studies, and me. Bourke's participation was on personal time – he
was a JPL employee. In fact, Roger is the person who hired me into JPL and was my first boss there. We
went to Kamchatka as a private citizens' group supported strictly by Society members. It was August 1991.
Roger, Tom, Bud and I were at the gate in the Anchorage airport awaiting the boarding of our Aeroflot (Russian
Airlines) flight to Khabarovsk. The first leg of our journey to the Soviet Far East peninsula of Kamchatka had
been from Los Angeles to Anchorage. Tom called his wife, just to say all was well and we were about to board
our flight to the Soviet Union Far East. She said, “maybe you shouldn’t go – there has been a coup in the Soviet
Union!” When Tom told us, we didn’t believe him, so we all called our wives at home. It was true. My wife,
Connie, let me listen to the TV news over the phone and I heard that their head of government, Mikhail
Gorbachev was under arrest at his dacha in the Crimea (although all the Russians would say is that “Gorbachev
was sick.”) At this point the Soviet flight attendant at the gate motioned us to get off the phone and get on our
plane – boarding was almost complete. Yikes, what should we do? We had about three minutes to decide. The
decision was “let’s go.” On the plane we asked the pilot, “what’s happening?” His reply was oddly reassuring,
“that is Moscow’s business, not ours to worry about.”
The plane landed about 8 pm in Khabarovsk, part of Siberia in the Soviet Far East. The city is on the Amur River,
the border with China. From there we were supposed to catch a flight to Petropavlosk-Kamchatsky, the capital
of Kamchatka. Our Russian colleagues met us in Khabarovsk so that we could all fly to Kamchatka together.
They quickly informed us that all flights out of Khabarovsk had been cancelled because of the coup. We
gathered around a radio in the airport and heard mostly music with occasional announcements purportedly
from the coup leaders about “restoring law and order.” We had no place to stay, and were told all hotels were
full. But because we were important visitors (VIPs!) the airport authorities would clear out one of the waiting
rooms where we could sleep on the benches – but not until after midnight when the last flight was due to arrive.
So with a few hours to kill, we got into a couple of vans and drove around the city in search of something to eat
and something more to drink. I forget where we ate, but I will remember forever driving up to the Amur River,
getting out and stnding on the banks and looking across it at China. I was wondering – would this be the way
we would have to leave the country?
We slept in the airport and the next morning did indeed get a flight to Petropavlosk-Kamchatsky. On our way
from its airport to our hotel, we stopped by a beach on the Pacific Ocean where a few of the hardiest men
(including the two oldest: Schurmeier and) Alexander Kemurdjan) jumped into the cold water. Most of the rest
of us gazed wistfully east toward Alaska thinking that if the coup succeeded and were in trouble maybe we could
get a boat to take us across the Bering Strait. Roger reminded us that he alone was a government contractor
(Jet Propulsion Laboratory, part of NASA) and that he alone might be rescued while private citizens Tom, Bud
and I were on our own. This of course was just sick humor, not something we believed. We stayed a couple of
days in Petropavlosk-Kamchatsky to sest and rid ourselves of jet lag and to walk around the city and sightsee.
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Not much to see, except it was the home to one of the largest Soviet naval bases and their submarine fleet. I did
get to walk down to the naval base, where I quickly encountered restricted signs that prohibited me from seeing
much.
ASIDE: A couple of years later I was at NASA Headquarters in Washington to meet with Admiral Truly,
then the NASA Administrator. The Planetary Society relations with NASA at the time weren’t so good –
our priorities were science and exploration and theirs was flying shuttles and trying to start a space
station. The meeting did not go well and as I was leaving I brought up our work with the Russians testing
Marsokhods and advocating Mars rovers be considered by NASA (they weren’t then). I asked if he
thought our work testing rovers in Kamchatka was useful. He stood up, stopped me from leaving, and
said, “you’ve been to Kamchatka – tell me all about it.” He kept me there another 45 minutes. It seems
that in his previous Navy life (before he became a shuttle astronaut and NASA Administrator) he had
spent countless weeks in ships in the Pacific off the Kamchatka coast trying to observe what was going
on there. He was really interested in what it was like.

In Petropavlosk-Kamchatsky the political event nine time zones to the west had little impact on
daily life. We actually had a nice time there – visited some people’s homes for dinner, held a big
crab feast in our hotel, and tried to figure out the public bus transit system. We accidentally took
some money from one of the locals who was passing it forward to pay his fare. As we stood
outside at the bus stop, Bud Schurmeier asked why the guy had slipped a few roubles in his hand
as he was getting out. We joked the rest of the trip about him getting arrested for robbery and
going to the gulag. All civilian life seemed normal, but, the junta's influence was felt immediately
on television --no news, except for their statement promising a return to law and order. If daily life
in Kamchatka seemed remote from world events, exploring Mars seemed even more so. Will a
country undergoing a large number of political, social and economic changes many priorities rank
ahead of Mars and space exploration. We were there to promote and push planetary exploration
through international cooperation, by pooling of talents, budgets and political support.
The Russian team we were working with included veterans of the Lunakhod program, the only
successful robotic mobile vehicle operated on another planet. They also had built and landed a
small Rover on Mars (in 1971), and another lander for the Phobos mission of 1988. Both never got
to work on the surface. The head of the team was their chief designer,
Alexander
Kemurdjian, a mentally and physically dynamic 70 year old veteran of the siege of Leningrad, of
the Soviet Union military armored tank and vehicle program and of their space program since 1966
when he was first asked to build the Lunakhods. His institute, The Mobile Vehicle Engineering
Institute (VNIITransmash) was our host. Also participating were the NPO Lavochkin organization
which has built most of the Soviet scientific spacecraft, and the Space Research Institute (IKI) of
the Academy of Sciences. Their veteran participant, Garry Rogovsky, was also a Lunakhod
veteran and participant in all the Soviet planetary missions. Soviet personnel numbered
approximately 15, to whom we added four. Also with us were two people from the Institute of
Volcanology --the main scientific institution in Kamchatka and the leading experts on terrains, site
and local conditions.
We had to wait two extra days in Petropavlovsk before we could helicopter up to our test site. The
weather was beautiful in the city -but there were low clouds over key spots at our site. A
necessary virtue in any field work is patience --this is especially true in Kamchatka. The locations
are remote and the weather for flying almost always variable and marginal. The Soviets typically
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came here each year for six weeks in order to get a test session (August and September are the
only possible months). We insisted we could only spend two weeks --and out of that we only got
two days of actual time on the Tolbachek test area. Flying up to our site, on the Northwest side of
the Tolbachik Volcano, revealed how beautiful is Kamchatka. We saw bears romping through
meadows and fishing in the rivers; large, thick forests; and, of course, the magnificent, even-inAugust, snow covered volcanic peaks, and spectacular scenery. The helicopter ride (a semicommercial service by Aeroflot on the peninsula) was three hours --so naturally we had to have
rest stops. We refreshed ourselves in several of the thermal springs dot the area. These were
located in local communities (hamlets?, villages?) where people treated us well with drinks and
snacks. One particular themal spring was a series of pools on a hillside, each one slightly cooler
than the one above it so that we could accustom ourselves gradually to the hottest. The
helicopter pilot invited us into his cockpit area to sit with him – and remarked “one year ago I was
flying missions in Afghanistan against you Americans, now I am ferrying you as tourists.”
Our base was a VNIITransmash camp in the village of Kozirevsk, about halfway up the peninsula
on the Kamchatka river. From there it is only a 15 minute helicopter ride to Tolbachik, or a 2 1/2
hour drive on a marginal mud, dirt, ash road (path) in a four-wheel drive truck. At Tolbachik there
is a smaller base camp, on a small river at approximately 1,000 meters elevation with tents and a
mess hall for about 20 people. We spent one night there in large tents. The area at this point is
mostly black ash and cinder with some vegetation. The test site, at approximately 1,500 meters, is
all black. It has a few "permanent" buildings, wood shacks which house sleeping quarters for six, a
garage and work area for the rover, a shop, a kitchen, a "tennis hall" (written in cyrillic on a sign)
for the ping-pong table, an outhouse and the ever-present Russian banya (sauna). (In a fantastic
coincidence I learned that two weeks before we were there a group iof volcanology scientists had
been there – and one of them was a good friend of mine from JPL, David Pieri – a former student
of Carl Sagan’s who I was now working with at The Planetary Society. I apparently slept on the
very same cot that Dave had – since he identified an American coin I had found under the cot as
his.)
As soon as we arrived at Tolbachik we drove up to the test site. The test leader, Valeriy Gromov,
another Lunakhod veteran, was waiting for us with the Marsokhod prototype. The rain and low
clouds limited our actual observation and test time with the rover. Since we were there more to
define test philosophy and requirements than to "play" with the rover this was not a severe loss -but a bit disappointing. During the time, however, we extensively video recorded a wide range of
rover excursions through cinders, up hills, around or over obstacles, etc. We also reviewed the
rover's mechanical behavior and its control. In this test it was done by a human operator operating
a control box wired to the rover. The main purpose of these tests, for the Soviets, was to try out
some ideas for measuring speed using the torque motors on the rover wheels, and to examine the
effect on wheel motion and torque of different soil properties. Measuring speed (and hence
displacement) is a particular challenge for an automatic mobile vehicle. No one wants to rely on the
TV system, and the mass and power available for navigation instruments is very limited.
The Soviets had done extensive mobility testing of their Marsokhod designs over the past several
years. These mobility tests impressed the international community who have observed them on
videotape. Our experience at Tolbachik gave us a chance to see these tests firsthand and
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compare them to the impressions from the videotapes. The slipping of the wheels in going in soft
volcanic ash up steep slopes, and the compensation for such slipping by changing the wheel bits
of the rover and independently moving the pairs of wheels indicated the significant ability to
compensate for different types of terrains. Similarly, the rover showed an ability to overcome
obstacles of nearly the same size as itself. It will be impossible to have a sufficiently detailed a
priori map of what the rover will encounter on Mars. And thus, its ability to adapt to different
circumstances is extremely important. Any particular model of a given test site is much less
important than having a range of models in many different test sites in order to perform the
experiments.
We offered to organize tests in Death Valley in the U.S. Mojave desert the following year – in the
spring of 1992. . These tests would enable the first mating, in the field of a Mars rover prototype
and its control algorithm. The Mojave tests also would provide a different range of Mars-like
terrains for testing. This is important since there was then so little in-situ data from Mars (only the
two sites of Viking), and such a wide range of conditions there: volcanic, sand, dunes, canyons,
plateaus, river and lake beds, etc. As noted, the adaptability of the rover to unknown terrains is
extremely important. Nobody knows what a rover will encounter in Mars, so it has to be tested in
every conceivable condition. In the Mojave, we will concentrate on soft sand dunes and alluvial fan
boulder areas, very different from the volcanic regions of Kamchatka. Two sites were selected in
Death Valley for the now scheduled late May tests. (On our way to Death Valley that year we
added an unscheduled stop to drive the rovers on Dumont Dunes – a notable landmark in the
Movjave Desert, mostly frequented by off-road vehicle enthusaists.
The TPS team in Kamchatka was there to prepare for these Mojave tests. Thus we spent a lot of
time looking at different terrains. On the volcanic slopes there are rock and boulder fields
reminiscent of Mars in appearance (although not in composition or soil characteristics), rugged
lava flows, smooth hills and valleys with rock outcroppings. In the midst of the site inspections we
had a chance to climb a cinder cone about 300 vertical meters. Evidence of the 1976 Tolbachik
eruption was everywhere including steaming vents and a hot surface near the summit. (As I
gingerly and nervously took steps over the rocky and hot terrain, Kermudjian bounded up the
slopes like a mountain goat oblivious to the steaming vents.) In the rain and mist, it made for a
memorable scene. (While planning for a one week expedition to Death Valley, the Russian
scientists worried about weather – they always allow six weeks because of weather uncertainties.
“What about rain possibilities?” they asked. We just laughed – not in Death Valley. )

At the end of the two days on Tolbachek, we could not return to Kozirevsk by helicopter. The
clouds and weather prevented flight. Instead we had to take a several hour drive on a small
bus through remote forest Much of the road was dirt, or when it rained (as it did several
times during the drive) mud. At one point the road entered a fast moving river and came out
on the other side. The bus plowed in and then I heard one of my colleagues yell, “hey we’re
going sideways, downstream!” Our driver spun wheels and somehow found enough traction
to turn us back and gun the motor to get us out and onto land. But land was a hill and the bus
kept slipping in the mud unable to go uphill. So, we all got out and pushed. Actually there
wasn’t enough room for everyone to push so a few of us grabbed ropes and tied them to the
front so that half of us could pull while the other half pushed. Within 40 minutes or so we got
the bus up the uphill and resumed our trip, albeit a bit dirtier.
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In all, we spent two weeks in Kamchatka. We dined in tents in the midst of a pouring rain in a very
crowded condition. We were close. With the implications of the coup still unknown to us, we spoke
at great length about the necessity for expertise from various nations to be applied to our common
problem. Many of our conversations were about the inhibitions to international team building. But,
it wasn't all negative by any means because of the enormous changes going on in the then Soviet
Union and the steady progress that was being made toward openness and interchange. One
memorable conversation among eight of us sitting on a single large bed in a tent which had a
small wood stove keeping us warm concerned wide range of international scientific contacts that
had been built up between the two countries in both areas of volcanic studies and now space
engineering activities. A number of the younger support personnel with us had great hope that
joint, cooperative programs would guide the next generation of projects.

But the most poignant and memorable conversation for me however was on our first night in
Kozirevsk, watching a television broadcast from Moscow of the coup leaders press
conference. It was awful – these men were clowns playing at control of a nuclear superpower. They talked of restoring order and of Soviet power. It was fearful – until Kermurdjan
(who after all had survived Communism, Stalin and the Nazi siege of Leningrad, and the whole
history of the Soviet Union) walked out of the room muttering “dilettantes” about the coup
leaders. I knew then it wouldn’t last – and it didn’t. It was over within the week. (We didn’t
know then, but learned later, that the coup leaders were actually drunk during the press
conference).
.
We also didn’t know it yet, but the Soviet Union and its Communist government would end in just
five months. That experience, as with several others relayed in this book, taught me that even
momentous world political events are transitory. I often think about the forty years I spent
advancing and pursuing the goal of exploring Mars in a government program so small that it
doesn’t even get mentioned in political campaigns or national budget debates. Yet over that time
among all the political regimes and changes, the small group kept at it exploring new worlds – and
trying to understand our own. Today, in 2016, with the American election just concluded, this
perspective of transitory politics helps me cope with our crazy result. I just hope that unlike with
other transitory political craziness (Nazism, Communism, Colonialism …) not too many people will
get killed.
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Space Tour and a Message: Baikonur 1990
On the desert steppes of Kazakhstan in the Tyuratam region the Soviet Union built its first test area
for launching intercontinental ballistic missiles. Not only was its location a secret, but also its very
name, Baikonur (which is derived from two Russian words: bai=ground, konur = treasure; and was
a name stolen from a town some 300 km away). It only became publicly known when Yuri
Gagarin was launched as the first human to space in 1961. It was also the launch site for the firstever space flight by the Soviet Union, Sputnik in 1957. Baikonur’s remoteness and history
contribute to its fascination even today – when it is simultaneously both the only spaceport on
Earth for humans and partially abandoned area with sheep wandering over runways and roads.
Imagine what it was in 1990 – still part of the Soviet Union, still a closed facility and very opaque to
foreigners and ordinary Russians alike. But it was also a time of perestroika (reconstruction) when
the Soviet Union under Mikhail Gorbachev was opening up and international cooperation in space
was being encouraged in the East and in the West (even, now, a little in the U.S.). It was also a
time when enterprising and entrepreneurial Russians were looking for new ways to make money.
Thus was born the idea of The Planetary Society conducting a private space tour for aerospace
professionals of the Baikonur Cosmodrome.
Even in the science halls of the Space Research Institute (IKI) they were beginning to think
commercially. They needed the money – government funds were continually decreasing.
Capitalism was creeping in and the Soviet space program was a resource. So in 1989, my friends
Viktor Kerzhanovich and Slava Linkin (space scientists at the Space Research Institute in
Moscow), encouraged by space program officials, proposed that they could organize a tour of
Soviet space facilities including a visit to the Baikonur launch site in Kazakhstan and the
Cosmonaut training facility, Star City, near Moscow. We could cover all expenses by selling the
tour to representatives of aerospace companies, intensely interested in Soviet space facilities The
Russians were thinking entrepreneurially and had some ideas of making space tours a business. I
also thought we might also find this an enterprise for The Planetary Society. Later space tours did
indeed become a business (although not too lucrative) but not for either us at The Planetary
Society or our colleagues at the Space Research Institute But for this trip, they did a great job –
dealing with a host of different Soviet space institutions, some military, some industrial, and some
scientific, but all accustomed to working in secret. The times, they were a changin’.
With my colleague, Dr. Tom Heinsheimer, we contacted the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics and asked if they wanted to partner with us to promote the tour. One of their technical
committees which included engineers from several American aerospace companies took the lead,
and we were quickly fully subscribed. This would be the first-ever such “open” (not-secret) tour to
those closed facilities. In addition to just being interested in this in-depth and first look, both the
Russians and we hoped this would lead to a greater program of international cooperation in space.
In 1990, the Soviet Union was reaching the end of its financial rope – although we didn’t quite
realize how near they were to their end. Soviet Premier Mikhail Gorbachev was trying to stave off
the collapse by opening up his country and making economic reforms. His watchwords were
glasnost (openness) and perestroika (reconstruction). These reforms would ultimately but
unintentionally led to the end of Communism and the Soviet Union. It also The Soviets had a huge
military-industrial enterprise which desperately wanted new projects but with inadequate financial
resources. They sought international space cooperation as a means to create those projects.
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The U.S. had a different set of problems – it was deeply invested in the space shuttle, to the
detriment of any other space initiatives. The “Freedom” space station proposed by Ronald Reagan
was going nowhere; the planetary program had almost ceased and the only Mars mission that had
been started since Viking (10 years earlier) was a kludgy adaptation of an Earth communications
satellite – and it was being delayed due to inadequate budget support.
Aside: I have elsewhere noted that The Planetary Society had bad relations with NASA in
the 1980s – we advocated planetary exploration, NASA was not doing any. (Of course we
understand that when we criticize NASA we are not criticizing the fine people there who
themselves want to do more, but instead are criticizing their bosses in the Administration
who set the policies and budget for the Agency. In this case it was the Reagan
Administration. We found ourselves advocating this somewhat little and kludgy orbiter,
called Mars Observer, for a 1990 mission because it was the ONLY new planetary mission
and ONLY Mars mission being considered. Then when the Administration announced they
would delay the mission by two years, thereby increasing its cost significantly, we went to
war with our political advocacy. Ironically NASA was put in a position of arguing against
Mars missions and we had to take them on. We even sponsored a Congressional briefing
to which NASA was invited which resulted in open disagreement. I frequently described
The Planetary Society’s relationship to NASA as analogous to that of the Sierra’s Club to
the Dept. of the Interior. We supported their mission, but not all their policies and programs
and advocated for public interest in the setting of those programs (as opposed to special
interests like those in industry or even academia).
In the late 80’s the Soviets had their Mir space station operating quite well and a large number of
space science missions, including ambitious Mars landers, on the books. But their financial
resources were dwindling and their missions were undergoing delays every year. With no
compelling political rationale for space exploration except international cooperation on peaceful
projects there was significant motivation to push on doors to open.
Before the trip, I met privately with top NASA officials, including Administrator Richard Truly, to see
how our private non-governmental visit deep into the Soviet space establishment might help pave
the way for official and increased international cooperation in space. We had also come a long
way from the “evil empire” Cold War characterization of the Soviet Union of the early 1980s.
Gorbachev and American President Ronald Reagan met to initiate steps to nuclear disarmament
and peace, and even discussed (albeit very briefly) the idea of space cooperation with a human
mission to Mars. Reagan’s successor, George Bush, kept the idea open with a Space Exploration
Initiative (SEI) proposal to lead to a human Mars mission – presumably to contrast with Reagan’s
SDI, the Strategic Defense Initiative.
Our “tour” included visits to the mission control facilities for the Mir space station and other several
institutes in the Soviet space program. Naturally it began at the Space Research Institute (IKI) with
whom The Planetary Society had the closest relations and where Linkin and Kerzhanovich, the
trip’s principal organizers worked. We also went to Star City, the famous Cosmonaut Training
Facility outside of Moscow for some excellent meetings with cosmonauts and a tour inside a fullscale mockup of the Mir space station. Later in the 1990s and ever since then Star City would host
a considerable NASA presence with American astronauts training for rides in Russian rockets to
the International Space Station. After several days in and around Moscow we hopped a chartered
Aeroflot flight from Moscow to Baikonur (a 3.5 hour flight). In 1991 they were in the same country:
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the U.S.S.R; today they are in separate countries: Russia and Kazakhstan.
Baikonur is remote – not at all like its U.S. counterpart, Cape Canaveral. As noted it is in the
desert steppes of Kazakstan far from everything. (The Soviet Union then and Russia always is
often called a country cursed by geography. Despite its enormous size it has no convenient warm
water ports except in its Far East into the Pacific. More significantly it has no southern locales near
an ocean suitable for safe launches. Even Baikonour, where they can launch over uninhabited
area is not very far south – its latitude is 45 degrees north. That is north of Boston! That is why
the Soviet space station is at such high inclination and why they have difficulty with equatorial
satellites. It is also a reason they have big rockets – to compensate for the high latitude orbital
access). The city (called Leninske in Soviet times, but now just Tyuratam) was dusty and bleak, a
residence for the Cosmodrome workers and their families. We were accompanied on our trip by a
number of high-ranking Soviet space and government officials. Our accommodation for the one
night stay was the Cosmonauts hotel – where they stayed when preparing for flights. The site is
enormous – as large as the U.S. whole Death Valley. We drove on buses to several launch sites –
we had just missed the launch on the previous day of a secret Soviet military satellite. Baikonur
was the world’s busiest launch site, in continuous use since before Sputnik. Of particular interest
was visiting the spot where Yuri Gagarin was launched on the first human space flight from Earth.
After dinner on our first night we had a two hour meeting – or as diplomats say, “a full and frank
discussion.” The Russians pressed us on why the U.S. was so opposed to international
cooperation and so unwilling to enter into agreements. It was in this meeting we began to see more
clearly the Soviet agenda for international space initiatives. We saw it more starkly when we
visited the assembly building for the new Soviet Energia rocket and their version of the space
shuttle, the Buran. As we entered the huge building, there suspended from the ceiling was a
docking module compatible with both their Mir space station and the U.S. space shuttle. A
message was being sent (although unvoiced), one that I duly passed along when I returned to the
U.S.: consider joint missions between the shuttle and the Mir space station. Consider cooperation
in human space flight. It was a message that would later be picked up by the new Clinton
Administration after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Their policy to engage the Russian
aerospace community on peaceful projects) led to the shuttle-Mir program and the Russians
becoming part of the International Space Station. I believe our trip contributed significantly to that
initiative, just as I believe that without the Russian engagement there would have been no
International Space Station.
Aside: Human space flight rests on geopolitical goals, not on any particular space interest.
Apollo rested on the goal of beating the Soviets, as did the Soviet human program rest on
beating the Americans. The shuttle was actually an anit-space decision by the Nixon
Administration to let them build a vehicle but give it no mission nor even a destination. The
space station went nowhere with political support until the Clinton Administration needed to
engage the post-Soviet industry with an alternative to selling their services to potential
terrorists or other military powers. All attempts to reinvigorate the U.S. program with either
“back to the Moon,” or forward to Mars, have lacked political and budgetary support
because they lack a geo-political rationale. Thus I believe that without the Russians, the
space station would have never been built. And, of course, later after the tragic loss of the
space shuttle Columbia, we could have never completed or maintained the space station
without the Russians.
I was honored, together with my fellow Planetary Society co-founders Carl Sagan and Bruce
Murray to be invited to the White House to witness Vice-President Al Gore, and Prime Minister
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Viktor Chernomyrdin sign the international space cooperation agreement that resulted in shuttleMir, the space station and several space science initiatives. I was also honored to accompany
NASA Administrator Dan Goldin on one of his trips to Russia to negotiate the space station and
other international cooperation in space agreements.
While we (the American industry engineers and Russian space officials) were engaged in our “full
and frank discussion,” at Baikonur a group of the accompanying persons were engaged in a pretty
serious meeting of their own at the hotel bar. Not all the Americans were as used to free-flowing
vodka, and one of our AIAA member’s wife ended up being taken to the Cosmonaut’s hospital with
the “DT’s. This incident allowed us a tour “extra” - to see the Cosmonaut’s medical facility and
hospital where they were taken to upon return from their stays on Mir.
Upon our return to Moscow we visited the famed Institute for Biological-Medical Problems where
studies of human adaptation to space travel are made. I discussed with their Director, Dr. Anatoly
Grigoriev, the idea of putting some living things on board the planned Phobos sample return
mission (which we had just learned about the previous week at IKI) to test their survivability for an
interplanetary round-trip in space. We eventually did that with our Living Interplanetary Flight
Experiment (LIFE) on their Phobos sample return mission when it was finally launched in 2009.
Unfortunately, the launch failed.
I had one more Baikonur adventure – 6 years after this one. In 1996 I witnessed the launch of
Mars ’96 – which also turned out to be a failed launch. But that is another story.
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Lost: Baikonur Nov 1996
We had been working of the Mars ’96 project for some nine years – first when it was called Mars
’92, then Mars ’94 and now finally Mars ’96. The Planetary Society was part of the development of
a Mars Balloon (as mentioned in another chapter) – our team (with Jim Burke, Jim Cantrell, Bruce
Murray and many others) had invented the “snake” – the guiderope which would be carried below
the balloon to drag instruments on the surface and to hold the balloon up at night (when the cooler
air caused it to descend to the surface). The Balloon development was led by the French space
agency. The Balloon was to fly on Mars ’92. So, too, was a Marsokhod (Mars Rover), intended to
be the first rover on Mars. The team that had successfully developed and flown the Soviet
Lunakhod in the years following Apollo, led by Alexander Kermurdjan in Leningrad, were
responsible for the rover’s design. The Society was involved with the rover also – we worked with
Kermurdjan’s team and the spacecraft developers at NPO Lavochkin conducting several tests of
rover operations – most notably in Death Valley.
Budget cuts led to scaling back the project’s ambitions. First the plan was delayed two years to
become Mars ’94, then the rover was delayed for another two years to hopefully fly on a second
mission in 1996. Then, as the Soviet Union itself collapsed, the plan for the second mission had
to go (and with it the rover); the French withdrew from the balloon development. Finally, the
project was delayed to become Mars ’96. But even with all that scale-back it was still a pretty
ambitious mission – especially given the fragile state of the new Russian economy and their long
history of failed Mars missions. It was the biggest mission ever launched to Mars (including even
the U.S. Vikings). Mars ’96 was to include a large orbiter, two small landers (with radioactive
nuclear heating units) and two penetrators – and scientists from 21 countries!
It was to be launched on the largest Russian rocket, the Proton, in mid-November from Baikonur
(in, as mentioned in a previous chapter, Kazakhstan – now a separate country from Russia.). I
was invited to the launch – with a large group of space officials and scientists on a charter flight
from Moscow to Baikonur.
Proton is a huge rocket. Its nighttime launch (around 11 pm, local time) did not disappoint. The
ground under us literally shook and the flames brightened the area like an artificial Sun. We could
follow the exhaust flame for a long time into the night until it finally disappeared. We went back to
our dormitory for a celebratory dinner and toasts and to get a few hours of sleep before our
schedule 6 am wake-up for an 8 am flight back to Moscow. I shared a double room with Jurgen
Rahe – an old friend who had succeeded me in 1980 as the Leader of the International Halley
Watch. He was then a German scientist, he was now head of NASA’s Planetary Exploration
Program. (And, sadly, would be dead one year later in a freak accident when killed by a falling tree
in a lightning storm).
Aided by lots of vodka and brandy toasts I fell asleep quickly; and awoke quickly as well at 6 am.
As I left the room I encountered two of my Russian colleagues, including their chief space scientist,
Alec Galeev. One look at their faces and I knew something was wrong. No one was talking in
English, but I soon found it that despite what we thought when we went to sleep, the launch was
not a success; the spacecraft was lost, heading back to Earth no one knew where.
Unbeknownst to us, after the successful firing of all three stages of the Proton, the spacecraft’s
engine, called Block D, misfired with too little velocity and in the wrong direction. Now, in an
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inadequate orbit doomed to re-enter Earth’s atmosphere, the spacecraft followed its program and
separated from the motor anyway. The result was that there were two objects now coming back to
Earth: the Block D stage and the spacecraft.
What the Russians knew during this time period and when they knew it is still unclear – budget
cuts had eliminated their downrange tracking ships. They were confident it would tracked once it
reached orbit on the other side of the world. As is routine, U.S. Air Force personnel were tracking
the launch with radar. They computed a trajectory that seemingly had a chance of the spacecraft
landing in Australia! Because the spacecraft had plutonium as the radioactive source (albeit a very
small amount) they notified the White House who then notified the Australian government: a huge
deal!
It turned out this was all wrong. The Air Force was tracking the Block D which broke up normally in
the atmosphere into pieces which did indeed go into the South Pacific (although not so close to
Australia) after about a day and a half of orbit. The spacecraft with its plutonium, it was later
figured out, re-entered more quickly the morning after launch somewhere near the coast of Chile.
(Some reports of seeing it impact in the Chilean mountains have never been confirmed).
We knew none of this as we boarded the flight back to Moscow. I was sitting next to a U.S.
embassy official with other high-ranking foreign visitors nearby – no one knew anything. So I got
up and went to the first-class front area of the plane where all the Russian officials were seated
and spoke to the General in charge of the launch, saying “we have more than 100 of your VIP
guests sitting in the back very much invested in this mission who are being told nothing except that
something is wrong; don’t you think you can speak to us?” To his credit, he did. He told us that
Russian tracking and confirmed re-entry and loss of spacecraft, but he had no further details.
As almost always when I go to Russia I was staying at the home of my very good friend, Dr.
Viacheslav (Slava) Linkin. His role on Mars ’96 was that of Chief Scientist of the small landers –
the ones with the plutonium. When we got back to Moscow and in his apartment, I called NASA
Administrator Dan Goldin to share what I knew. He asked me if I knew anything about the details
of the plutonium radioisotope heating unit. I said, “not much, but I am standing next to the man in
charge of it at his home.” He quickly patched our phone call to some office at the Pentagon where
they were trying to estimate the risk of leaked radioactive contamination. Slava go on the phone,
provided information, and as expected there was little risk – ultimately no risk. I was secretly
hoping for a possible impact of the spacecraft in Chile so that we could organize a Planetary
Society trip to volunteer to go look for it. I thought that would be a good fundraiser.
This was quite an adventure and poignant. For those of us with experience in Soviet times it was
hard to imagine talking to Pentagon officials from a Russian home about missing nuclear material
(a few grams) in a completely cooperative fashion. It was also very sad – Marsokhods would
never fly, the Russians would not make it to Mars (still haven’t), the Soviet planetary program was
nearly moribund (no missions would fly for more than another decade – and that one, Phobos
sample return also failed on launch), and my friend Jurgen would die within the year. It got even
sadder – one month later on Dec 20, 1996, my friend, boss, mentor and inspiration, Carl Sagan
died. The loss of the Russian planetary program and the loss of Carl Sagan were the ends of two
different eras – of enormous significance.
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No Such Thing as a Free Launch: Murmansk July 2001
On July 4, 2001, I was on the Arctic Ocean – at Devon Island, Canada. 2 weeks later I was again
north of the Arctic Circle – but this time in the Eastern Hemisphere: Murmansk, Russia. Even for
me that was extraordinary travelling – above the Arctic Circle in both the Western and Eastern
hemispheres within the same half-month. When I was planning this, I wondered about some way
to make the trip from the Canadian to the Russian Arctic directly – but that was ludicrous; these
were two very different trips and required separate preparations. The first was to Devon Island
where both NASA and the privately-funded Mars Society had set up a Mars base test area. It was
cold and isolated, but I wanted to personally supervise our donation to the NASA Haughton Mars
Project: The Planetary Society contributed the toilet tent.
Murmansk was for our Cosmos 1 Solar Sail project. We had embarked on a privately funded project to build and
fly the world’s first solar sail mission. Solar sailing was an interest of mine from my JPL days where I was the
leader of its development for a mission to rendezvous with Comet Halley. That never flew and NASA had given
up on solar sailing (for financial, not technical, reasons) but private groups had sprung up trying to keep the
concept alive. It’s an attractive and romantic idea – sailing on space on pure light, without propellants. (I tell
the solar sailing story in previous books and won’t repeat it here). Carl Sagan, Bruce Murray and I all liked the
concept very much – both for its elegance and because it is the only known technology that might someday take
us to the stars. It was one of Bruce’s “purple pigeons,” a term he coined to describe publicly exciting exploration
ventures to distinguish them from “grey mice,” meaning more boring concepts. Carl Sagan picked up both
technically in his role as chair of a space technology panel for NASA and in his role as a communicator with an
article in Parade Magazine and showing our model of it on the Johnny Carson TV show. But building our own
spacecraft and conducting a mission was, we believed, beyond Planetary Society means. Two things changed
that: the Russians were desperately seeking to convert their considerable fleet of ballistic missiles into
commercially available civil launch vehicles; and the Internet. The first led our Russian colleagues in the science
program to propose a low cost approach to building a solar sail spacecraft by adapting their inflatable entryshield development to inflatable booms for solar sail deployment, and then to offer the Society a free launch
(with one of those ICBMs) for it. The cost would be only a few million dollars. The second led to an economy
which created the will and the money to invest in sparkling new ideas. This led to our solar sail joint venture
with Cosmos Studios – a production company started by Carl Sagan’s widow, Ann Druyan. Financed by funds
from Internet and computer software entrepreneur Joe Firmage we organized a Russian – American solar sail
development team and Cosmos Studios organized the making of a video documentary about solar sail’s first
flight. The plan was to launch on a submarine intercontinental ballistic missile, the Volna, to orbit Earth above
the atmosphere with the photon pressure of light would be dominant force to propel the vehicle. The
symbolism of beating their ICBM sword into our romantic sailcraft was lost on no one.
The toughest technical requirement for solar sails is not its flight, but is deploying the very large, very thin sail in
space. Our colleagues at NPO Lavochkin were working on a novel inflatable heat-shield for re-entry for
attaching to spacecraft for de-orbiting. (They also had an idea to adapt it as an inflatable parachute for
emergency jumping out skyscrapers.) Inflatable booms are one way to deploy a solar sail in space – and we
could take advantage of their inflation system. They planned to test the system on a suborbital flight of the
Volna – from the submarine in the Barents Sea to a landing in Kamchatka where they could recover the payload.
We could piggyback on that test – and test our sail deployment. Furthermore we could supply an on-board
camera to video-record the deployment. The video-recorder memory could be recovered in Kamchatka. It was
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in essence a free launch and free test of deployment. Not really free – we would have to do extra work for the
test configuration and of course it would extra travel to arrange it.

Ann Druyan saw the big picture. She was enthusiastic about the solar sail as both a visionary way to reach the
stars (someday) and as an innovative, international project of the privately funded non-profit Planetary Society.
She also immediately grasped the significance of launching on a converted Soviet ICBM on a peaceful civil
mission as an end of Cold War story: one she could tell on her planned Cosmos Studios documentary. She
asked, could we film the launch. Wow, I would never have thought of asking. This was a huge request: the
submarine fleet with the ICBMs was of course part of the Russian military and everything about it was secret.
But this was 2001 and with money anything was possible in the post-Soviet Russia, especially if it was possibly
leading to further business – as with the commercialization of now surplus ICBMs. So I asked, and indeed our
Russian colleagues at Lavochkin building the spacecraft and at the Makeev Rocket Design Bureau who were the
manufacturers of the Volna Rocket said yes, they could make it happen. By coincidence I had a brief visit to
Makeev in Yekaterinburg during my 1994 trip to Chelyabinsk-70. Makeev was a prime contractor for the Russian
Navy who would actually be conducting the launch.
This is how I ended up going to Murmansk with a video crew hired by Cosmos Studios in July 2001.
Arrangements were made to see the submarine launch of the Volna from a Russian Navy ship. The sub would
travel out into the Barents Sea from the port of Severmosk, the military port near Murmansk; our observation
boat would depart from Murmansk. It was a cloudy day, but visibility was good as was the ocean. Even though
we left at 8 pm and would not get to the vicinity of the submarine until about midnight, there was a little bit of
light – above the Arctic Circle in early summer. We could get as close as about five miles from the submarine.
The boat trip took several hours and everyone was in a good mood realizing the unusual nature and significance
of us American civilians out with the Russian Navy observing a nuclear submarine ICBM launch. At one point the
Captain told me that American submarines were nearby, as always monitoring Russian activities. He drew me a
diagram showing approximately where they were relative to our position and the Russian submarine. I asked
for a copy of the diagram (as a souvenir) and he smiled as he ceremoniously put it in his mouth and chewed on
it.
Launch was about 5 am, we took short naps, talked, checked our communications – with Pasadena for me, and
with Kamchatka, downrange for the crew. The launch was a moment: first you seen nothing but ocean, then an
eruption on the water, then a flame and the rocket and then it disappears into the (fairly low) clouds. It looked
good. And to be standing on the Russian ship broadcasting to our Cosmos 1 solar sail team in Pasadena on a
satellite radio at the edge of the Arctic Ocean was breathtaking. The suborbital flight with our deployment test
was scheduled to take about 20 minutes. We expected to hear pretty quickly that the payload landed in
Kamchatka and recovery of it was to begin. But we heard nothing!
Within a day we had enough data to piece together a sad story. Some misbehavior in the dynamics in the
rocket’s 3rd stage prevented the spacecraft from separating from the rocket. It rode an errant trajectory into (or
over) Kamchatka and was never found. We lost our spacecraft, we lost time preparing a suborbital deployment
test and we lost money trying to do the extra stuff – there’s no such thing as a few launch. There was another
lesson to be learned from this experience – but unfortunately we (particularly me) didn’t learn it. The Makeev
team claimed that the dynamics problem was caused by the different payload supplied by Lavochkin with our
spacecraft – different than their usual nuclear bomb payload. But why would that be a surprise for them – they
knew they had a different payload. We should have learned about the casual (and in my opinion, sloppy)
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attitude of Makeev toward civil launches. If we had so learned, it might have prevented us from getting
victimized by an even bigger mistake four years later when Makeev supplied us (for the full Cosmos 1 solar sail
orbital flight) with a rocket they knew was likely defective from their “old” inventory. They not only did not tell
us – but they also did not tell their Russian colleagues at IKI and Lavochkin. That launch failed on the first stage.
I often wonder what would have happened if the Soviet Union ever had to rely on their ICBMs for real
operations – were they generally so unreliable and sloppy? Well, thankfully, that was never tested. If I sound a
little bitter about Makeev and their rockets – I am. Adding to this, this is the same company supplying ICBM
rockets and technology to the North Koreans.
After we returned on the boat we were driving through Murmansk when we stopped for a bathroom break. A
couple of us wandered over to a newspaper kiosk where we saw a newspaper with a headlined story about solar
sails. The local press had picked up on our flight and were reporting our mission. The picture accompanying the
story showed an artist’s conception of an astronaut in a space suit riding a wind-surfer in space: his vision of
solar sailing. That picture remains my favorite solar sail concept.

ASIDE: Perhaps some words about disappointing launch and spacecraft failures. My experiences in the
Soviet Union/Russia have had a few – Phobos ’88, Mars ’96, the two Cosmos 1 solar sail experiences, and
Phobos Sample Return (2011). This came to be understood as the decreasing capability in the declining
economy of the Soviet Union and Russia. But losses were not just Russian. We lost three U.S. Mars
missions during the same time period: Mars Observe, Mars Climate Orbiter and Mars Polar Lander (with
our microphone). Solar sailing experienced an American launch failure when NASA’s Nanosat-D was lost
on an early SpaceX Falcon launch. Space missions are risky and losses can be catastrophic – an inhibition
to the ideas of commercial space development. The risk is high – but so is the gain, when the mission is
successful. We don’t particularly remember shipwrecks, we remember discoveries
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Glasnost –Public Relations in a Closed Society: Halley’s Comet
In 1983 I was attending the International Astronautical Conference in Budapest, Hungary (still, then, part of the
Soviet Bloc). I was surprised when a Soviet official came up to me at the conference and said that Vladimir
Kotelnikov asked if I would read his presentation on their Venus radar mapping mission, Veneras 15/16, at the
Conference. Stunned is probably a better descriptor than surprised. Kotelnikov was a high ranking space
official in the Soviet Union – head of the Institute for Radio engineering and Electronics, an Akademician (of the
Soviet Academy of Sciences) and soon to be the head of Intercosmos – the Soviet union Space Agency. He was
dour, and had the stereotypical look of a Soviet bureaucrat. I was a total non-official, leader of a non-profit,
non-governmental space organization.
I had been the leader of a NASA mission study for putting an imaging radar in orbit around Venus – to peer
through the otherwise opaque clouds of Venus to its surface (the mission that became Magellan). We learned
that the Soviet Union, too, was planning an imaging radar mission for Venus – and in fact it was scheduled to go
into Venus orbit in the fall of 1984, during the time of this conference. Imaging radar is a complex electronics
subject with even more complex imaging reconstruction software requirements and many in the U.S. were
skeptical that the Soviet Union had the capability to do it – especially to do it first before the U.S. But imaging
radar is a military technology, and the Soviets did indeed have the capability. Kotelnikov’s Institute was in
charge of the project as well as the radar, and he was the de-factor project leader. I was a little known to the
Russian space officials by virtue of my connection with Roald Sagdeev and my earlier trip to Moscow that year.
So, I was happy to meet Kotelnikov and read his paper for him – he had made the request because he spoke no
English and no one in his official entourage was comfortable with the material.
By happenstance the Venera 15 was scheduled to go into orbit at Venus the very next day in October 1983. I
was intensely interested since there had been no publicity at all about the mission, and the only way we knew of
its trajectory and orbit plans was by our own calculations. I asked Kotelnikov, “how is your spacecraft doing?”
He replied, “I don’t know anything about that.” Huh? He was the man in charge of the Soviet Union’s planetary
mission and he knew nothing about that? Of course, he did – but this was still Soviet times, and secrecy
shrouded everything. That was their style.
A year later we were preparing for an armada of spacecraft to fly to and through Halley’s Comet. Two from the
Soviet Union, one from the European Space Agency and one from Japan. )Sadly, none from the U.S. – a long
story, told elsewhere.) The Soviet Missions, VEGA 1 and 2 (VEGA = VEnera-GAlley, Venus Halley in Russian) were
being led by the Space Research Institute (IKI), under its Director, Roald Sagdeev. Sagdeev was an Academician
of a different “color” that Kotelnikov. By mid-1984 we (Carl Sagan, Bruce Murray and I through The Planetary
Society) had developed a close working relationship collaborating to advance international cooperation in space.
Sagdeev told me, “Lou, I want to have Western-style open public information access at IKI for the VEGA
encounters.” He told us, invite the press and ultimately even had me invite local schoolchildren and public into
the previously closed halls of IKI for the live witnessing of the Halley Comet encounter.
That represented three things: (1) confidence, (2) courage, (3) glasnost – political reform from secrecy to
openness. The latter was to become known only a couple of years later by a new Soviet leader, Mikhail
Gorbachev. Sagdeev somehow presaged glasnost and perestroika.
So, we invited ABC Nightline (Ted Koppel) to broadcast live from IKI with Carl Sagan and other scientists
(including Karoly Szego from Hungary whose name similarity with Carl Sagan amused everyone). We also
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invited science writers from various media including the National Geographic. At Sagdeev’s behst, I took a lead
in coordinating public information – even appearing on Russian TV. He remarkably enabled not just the science
team, but everyone involved, to work as a single team without national boundaries – despite strong national
boundaries in official channels.
The Russian missions worked beautifully providing the first-ever intercept of Halley’s Comet with close-up
images of its nucleus. They also provided superb navigation information in cooperation with international
partners including the U.S. – something I was privileged to help make happen during my JPL days with the Halley
Watch. That information helped guide the European spacecraft to an even-closer flyby on the comet nucleus a
few days later, something we were able to witness in Darmstadt, Germany and celebrate in Paris, France – all
during the same week.
It was a heady week – I was given a lot of personal credit by Sagdeev for initiating and helping enable the
international cooperation for navigating the missions. That came about when I was involved in the International
Halley Watch (which I conceived and first led at JPL until I left and joined with Carl Sagan and Bruce Murray in
forming The Planetary Society). But it was also bittersweet. I had conceived the International Halley Watch to
bolster our case for creating an American mission to intercept Halley’s Comet. But we had no American mission
– instead we were observers and cheerleaders for the European, Japanese and Russian missions. And the U.S.
navigation cooperation was significant and that was gratifying. The role of The Planetary Society in helping open
up the Soviet space program was also very gratifying.
It was a big week socially too – with events in Moscow, Darmstadt (Germany – the site of the European Space
Operations Center) and in Paris, celebrating and bringing to the public the Comet Halley encounters.
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Celebrating the 30th Anniversary of Sputnik
I have frequently opined that the two great historical accomplishments of the Soviet Union, perhaps
the only two positive ones, were winning the Second World War and launching the Space Age.
Sputnik in 1957 was an epochal event. I don’t recall its 25th anniversary, but whatever was
noted then was surely nationalistic and closed, occurring in the a time known as “stagnation” in
the U.S.S.R., in a shadow of an unpopular war in Afghanistan and in the depth of Free vs.
Communist World Cold War. By 1987 however, mercurial changes were occurring: the Soviet
society was encouraging openness (glasnost), reforms and rebuilding (perestroika), peace
(nuclear arms reduction) and international good-will (Gorbachev-Reagan summits). The
Soviet space program was riding high, with a permanently occupied space station (Mir) and
two tremendous planetary exploration first achievements: seeing Venus’ surfaces through the
clouds with imaging radar and the up-close encounter with Halley’s Comet. The U.S. space
program was riding low – the human program grounded by a catastrophic shuttle explosion,
the planetary program moribund with no new missions, and long-delayed missions to Jupiter
and Venus still on the ground. The Soviets were planning several Mars missions, the U.S.
was planning nothing.
Thus it seemed perfectly natural for the Soviet Union to organize a 30th Anniversary celebration of Sputnik, not
just with ballyhoo and openness, but also on a world stage – inviting people from around the world to celebrate
their great achievement and their renewed optimism. For us in the United States, participating with
international cooperation was more than a worthy goal by itself; we lauded the space age. But it was also a
bittersweet, as it called attention to our space program disarray.

As noted in the many experiences described here, The Planetary Society pioneered a special relationship
with Soviet space officials. We did this both for the end goal of international cooperation and for the
special interest goal of spurring planetary exploration in the U.S., as well as worldwide. We had developed
some close personal relationships during this time. By 1987, I had made seven trips in four years to the Soviet
Union, including one with worldwide attention (the Halley Comet encounter) and with the guidance and
mentorship of Roald Sagdeev and Carl Sagan was networking in both the worlds of international cooperation
and space exploration..
Senator Spark Matsunaga (D-HI), with the creative assistance of his aide, Harvey Meyerson, had launched
an initiative for an International Space Year to support international cooperation, especially among Pacific
nations, of obvious special interest to Hawaii. Their interest was consistent with Hawaii’s locale in the
Pacific and it being the locale of world astronomy leadership. Matsunaga and Meyerson enthusiastically
bought into the goal of human Mars exploration as a visionary impetus for international cooperation. In
August 1987 they organized a conference at a beachside resort in Hawaii which attracted participants from
around the world. My now good friend and mentor Academician Roald Sagdeev was there, and as was
always his wont – he had an agenda. He asked me to accompany him into the water at the beach so that
we could talk privately. “Lou,” he said, “I need you to do me a big favor.” He had just received very late
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approval for a big 30th Anniversary commemoration in Moscow. Apparently he had been seeking
government approval for many months, with no reaction until very recently. It was to be held in less than
two months (October 4, 1987 was the 30th Anniversary of Sputnik). They wanted international participation
but had no way to work bureaucracies, going through formal government channels, fast enough to invite
Americans given the fragile relations between the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(the Soviet Union). They wanted to invite dignitaries including veteran astronauts from the Apollo
program. Communications from Russia to the U.S. were cumbersome (to say the least), even restricted. He
knew that we were pioneering e-mail for international communications (replacing the far more restricted
telexes) and indeed we had set up computer communications in Moscow to assist in cooperative programs.
Sagdeev gave me an informal power of attorney to sign his name to email invitations to anyone and
everyone. (Hmm – was I then acting or even impersonating a Soviet official?) I said sure, and spent the
next two weeks composing e-mails to many dignitaries, signing them as if they came directly from Sagdeev
in Russia. I sent them to the astronauts, to government and non-government officials, leaders in the space
community, high-level officers in industry and even some in the military, and to a few journalists and
leaders in the space community. To compensate for the very late approval and organization, Sagdeev had
secured Soviet government approval to pay all travel expenses for those invited, including a chartered
aircraft from Washington DC to Moscow, first class accommodations for both the invitee and his or her
spouse at a new hotel in Moscow and side excursions to Leningrad and other points of interest. But all
arrangements had to be made immediately even before all the specifics were known. We did it! It was s
source of amusement for me to receive phone calls from colleagues and even from U.S. government
officials telling me that they just received this “e-mail from Academician Sagdeev…” and asking whether I
thought it was legitimate and “safe”. Of course I didn’t say that I had sent the email – I did however talk of
its legitimacy.
We got the chartered flight out of Washington (on a jumbo jet Aeroflot airplane – big enough for our
delegation, but without sufficient range to reach Moscow non-stop). As we boarded we did not even know
the exact flight arrangements for the return trip. That led Apollo 12 astronaut, Richard Gordon, an ex-Air
Force combat pilot to come up to me and gruffly say, “Friedman!: if anyone ever told me they would put
me on a plane headed to the Soviet Union with no return ticket I would have punched them – but you did
it.” He didn’t punch me, and he, and everyone else, did make it back OK.
The commemoration was held at a relatively new International hotel in Moscow on the banks of the
Moscow River. It was a worldwide gathering of space officials and scientists. In some ways it was very
mysterious why all of us were there, in other ways it was very clear. The mysteries and the clarity both
centered on extraordinary changes going on in the Soviet Union and in international relations. One
mystery was the presence of Susan Eisenhower, granddaughter of the American President, Dwight
Eisenhower. She was the leader of the Eisenhower Institute pursuing international cooperation especially
between the Soviet Union and the United States. President Eisenhower was lionized in Russia as the
General who led the Allies to victory over Nazi Germany. He also was the U.S. President at the time of
Sputnik and who established NASA and the principle of a civilian space agency. Although space cooperation
was part of the agenda of the Eisenhower Institute, Susan’s presence had an unintended consequence –
she and Roald Sagdeev fell in love and later married.
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E-mail was very new then (at least with the public). I got The Planetary Society onto e-mail with our Apple
II computer (donated by one of our members) and with a Western Union (!) account. They were one of the
first commercial e-mail providers – imagine if they had they had stuck with it. A non-profit group called the
San Francisco – Moscow Teleport pioneered Soviet-American communications, and through them we
established accounts in the Soviet Union for planetary scientists. It was so novel (and illustrative of the
dawning age of internet communications) that during the Conference in the large auditorium Sagdeev
mentioned it and described an email just received from The Planetary Society to me at the Conference,
which ended abruptly with” …, I think we are having an earthqua…” It was the California Whittier Narrows
Earthquake which shook our building in Pasadena. Many, including me, rushed to find international
telephones to call home and check on our families. The Internet had been invented, but not yet cell
phones.
The commemoration and conference were a huge success – I received a lot of gratitude from American
colleagues for helping to make their participation possible. The good feeling was so strong that an
American official from the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (ostensibly there as a
private citizen) in a burst of enthusiasm invited “everyone” to Washington DC for a repeat of the
conference to be held one year later. It never happened, but the good feeling remained and contributed to
positive discussions about space cooperation between the Reagan and Gorbachev administrations –
including almost (only almost) getting human Mars exploration on their summit discussion in 1988. What
did work was getting approval for U.S. scientists to participate on the upcoming mission to the Martian
Moon, Phobos.

As part of our program the Soviets arranged for a tour of Star City, the famed training area for Soviet
cosmonauts. We saw, and even climbed in, mock-ups of the Mir space station and then assembled in a
large auditorium for a panel discussion of future space cooperation goals – notably much discussion about
humans going to Mars. During the Q&A session, I took the floor microphone and noted the remarkable
attendance of so many cosmonauts and astronauts in the room – probably the largest such group ever
assembled. I said this was a chance to get their expert option on the long-simmering debate about longduration human space flight: is it safe without artificial gravity? I.e. can you make a safe Mars journey
weightless? I asked for a vote from the astronauts and cosmonauts present. They of course, being of the
“right stuff,” said they could go with or without artificial gravity.

As I noted above, when we got back to the U.S. there was no government follow-up. Space cooperation
never really made it onto the political agendas of the two countries, although Reagan and Gorbachev
almost had it on their summit agenda in 1988. We will discuss it more later,, but the experience of the 30 th
Anniversary of Sputnik international celebration illustrates vividly the dichotomy of space program politics.
Its geopolical symbolism is enormous and space achievements stand as milestones of human history in our
lifetime. At the same time, it is a minor political issue domestically, getting near-zero attention in political
campaigns and barely any attention in national budget considerations.
For me personally, the experience was a hgh – leading to lifetime friendships with American and
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Soviet space officials, including may astronauts and a few cosmonauts.
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A Camping Trip
In 1990 Tom Heinsheimer had managed to interest the organizers and sponsors of the Gordon
Bennett Balloon Cup to hold exhibitions and competition in Russia. The Cup is the oldest gas
balloon race in the world, founded in 1906. It suspended its events for World War II and
resurrected in 1979 by Heinsheimer. Tom combined his passion for amateur balloon flying with his
atmospheric sciences expertise and aerospace engineering profession to help The Planetary
Society promote the Mars Balloon – a way to explore large regions of Mars close up. Russian and
French space scientists were considering it for Mars missions in the early 1990s. The Balloon
events, albeit most were with hot air balloons, were to be staged in Moscow (at the VDNK
exposition park, in Suzdahl – a beautiful town East of Moscow, and Kev in the Ukraine – still then
part of the Soviet Union.
Our friend, Slava Linkin (who was the lead scientist for Mars landers at the Space Research
Institute in Moscow) and his wife, Nina, suggested that my wife, Connie, and I should add to this
balloon trip a holiday, camping in the Soviet Union. This was still Communist times, and Russia
was far from an open society, but it was well into the period of Perestroika and things were
changing rapidly. Connie and I decided to do it – not just camping with them, but renting a car and
driving ourselves from Germany, through Poland and then through Belorussia, into Russia, into the
Ukraine and back to Germany. Slava and Nina were impressed by our audacity – but had two big
warnings for us: gas lines were very long and gas was hard to get in Russia due to the turbulent
economic times, and public toilets were an abomination.
We solved the first issue by arranging to rent a diesel car – they could be fueled at truck stops and
usually could be allowed to the head of the line for the price of a pack of cigarettes. To deal with
the public toilet issue, we decided to bring our own: a porta-pottie which we bought at a camping
store here in the U.S. The other piece of advice we were told is bring lots of mosquito repellent.
We flew to Berlin, picked up our car from Avis (usually I use Hertz, but Avis had more flexibility,
cars and diesel availability in Europe then) and drove east passing through East Germany and on
to Warsaw, Poland. We stayed there one night and left early the next morning to get through the
Russian border in time to meet Slava and Nina at a hotel in Brest (in Belorussia, then part of the
Soviet Union). We figured it would take several hours to line up and go through the formalities at
the Polish-Russian border. Sure enough, when we arrived it was early in the day, before the
border was open and so we had a nice meal in the small Polish town near the border. During this
stop we noticed that the gas cap on our car was either stolen or lost. Fortunately we had lots of
plastic and masking tape, and taped a makeshift cover over the opening. Then we joined the
queue at the border. I had taken great care to be sure to have all the necessary paper work, not
just our visas, but registration and licensing for the car to be permitted to drive it in the different
countries, and for the camping equipment and work related materials (for our Mars Balloon
discussions). But at the border we were told “oops, you don’t have the right papers for taking a car
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from Poland into Russia.” Our Russian papers were fine, our car papers were fine, but papers for
the crossing of the border with the car were not. Being somewhat experienced at crossing borders
by now, I asked (in my inadequate Russian) what can I do? After some struggle with language I
figured out that I was told there were two options: go back to Warsaw and try to get the papers
tomorrow at the Soviet embassy, or pay the border guard a small consideration for him to work the
issue. $25 was sufficient. Then we had to go through customs, and they wanted to know what
was this box labeled porta-pottie. We opened the box, pulled out porta-pot, I picked up the lid and
demonstrated siting down on it. This provoked a lot of laughter and a 15 minute delay as they
called all the other personnel there around to look at it. Then we were on our way.
We met our friends in Brest, and the next day set out for a spot that Nina remembered from her
childhood as a wonderful camping spot not too far off the highway on the way to Leningrad (which
was our next city destination). It’s summer, it’s pretty far north – so the days are long and even as
it gets past 9 pm there is still daylight. We head off the road into the forest looking for this long-ago
visited camping spot. As it gets dark it seems clear that Slava and Nina have not quite
remembered where – and as dark settles in and it begins to rain, Connie and I plead – let’s just
stop anywhere. We are tired and hungry. That gets settled when I drive up (accidentally) onto the
stump of a tree, lifting the front wheels off the ground and knocking our radiator loose. Slava is
concerned that we are in the middle of a road, blocking it. But it’s a dirt road in the middle of the
forest at 11 pm – “who is going to come by here,” I ask. Slava finally gives in to our entreaties we
climb up a small hill to pitch our tents – in the rain, in the dark. Fortunately we have brought a
couple of boxes of California wine (the kind you can buy in a supermarket that is in a plastic
container in a box – I hate carrying bottles in my suitcase). We heat up the canned beef stew we
brought for our first night out and finish the wine. We went right to sleep – until daylight at 4:30
am. With presence of forethought I had set the porta-potty a hundred yards away on the other side
of a nearby hill, and so Connie could immediately go and take advantage of our luxury potty. 5
minutes later we hear men laughing – seems they while she was sitting they came upon her. She
said hello, they didn’t know what to say. This was a group of about six men doing early morning
mushroom-hunting in the forest. Not every day such a group comes upon an American tourist on
the pot in the middle of the woods. They had stopped because their truck could not get around our
car. Slava explained everything and in a couple of minutes, 8 men picked up the car and set it
back on its wheels. Russians are always equipped for emergencies, so with duct tape and rope
we put the radiator properly back on the car and after breakfast and packing set off again –
wondering if the next three weeks of our trip would be as much fun as this first day.
After some sightseeing and a couple more nights of camping we made it to Leningrad. Our
camping now was in more designated areas, although Nina was right about the awful sanitary
conditions near toilets. One night we camped on what seemed to be an abandoned airfield. We
arrived in Leningrad (now St. Petersburg) just as it was getting dark (around 11 pm). There we
were staying in an apartment of some friends of Slava and Nina. On these first two days we
learned the advantage of having a diesel car as we pulled up to the front of truck lines, offered
some packs of cigarettes, and were waved ahead to the pump.
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Leningrad and its sights was spectacular – especially the Hermitage and the Winter Palace and the
prison at the Peter and Paul Fortress – ah, for the good old days of the czar.
And then to Moscow and the beginning of my “business trip.” Our camping adventure was over,
but not the touring – we demonstrated hot air balloons in several Russian cities and in Moscow
itself at the exposition park, VDNK, in the city. We took a group of balloonists with us, and went to
Kiev (then in the Soviet Union, now in Ukraine) for more demonstration flights – always with Mars
exploration lectures and literature. After leaving Kiev, we drover our rental car back out of Russia
in a small convey with trucks carrying balloons. After a little bit of hassle crossing the border out of
the Soviet Union (they had to call Moscow to check on us) we returned the rental car back to the
Berlin airport where we had first picked it up. Mind you the car now had oil and tar plastered to its
side – from driving down a freshly tarred street (unmarked) in Leningrad, a dented front-end with a
patched up radiator and its connections redone, a custom made gas cap made in the Leningrad
shipyard, and a host of other scratches. We expected a huge bill and huge paperwork hassle –
instead the clerk took our rental agreement and told us to have a nice trip.
This was quite a journey – some 10,000+ km driven through three Soviet republics plus two additional
countries behind the Iron Curtain. It is hard to believe that we (me personally as well as Connie) drove in all
those foreign environments, in small villages and large cities, from deep forests in remote areas of Russia,
and on the city streets in what was becoming a lawless Moscow, through nearly a dozen international
borders. Never a bad incident! Lots of adventures and lots of personal stories. (Although now only the
important ones can be remembered – like searching for beer in Leningrad, finding none except at a
roadside parked truck which had beer in a tank but nothing for us to put it in until we improvised with our
two gallon camping water bag and filled it with beer.) Incredible visits to the home of Pushkin and the
Hermitage, the palaces of the Kremlin and religious shrines in Suzdahl. Working in space is a ticket to
personal engagement; as Carl Sagan would say (paraphrasing), “if you are not interested in exploring new
worlds and seeking extraterrestrial life, you must be made of wood.” We met few people made of wood.
But most of all we bonded closely with our dear friends, Slava and Nina Linkin with this trip and many
others. We returned the camping vacation when they came to California a few years later. Connie went to
spend R&R time (and took our dog!) at the dacha – even staying there alone when they went back to
Moscow, getting along with the people in the community despite them not speaking a word in English or
her in Russian. Slava came to the U.S. for some medical treatment which we arranged through a Russian Ameerican doctor friend of ours. We became part of Slava and Nina’s family, and they ours. We have
widely different backgrounds – they are Russians to the core, culturally, intellectually and (almost)
mystically; we are Americans, almost stereotypical, arrogantly speaking only one language (I speak a little
Russian, atrociously); Nina’s father fought in the Great Patriotic War (World War II) and then was one of
those banished in internal exile after being a returned prisoner-of-war; we certainly have no comparable
experience; and while we occasionally discuss politics and disagree (sometime heatedly), Nina summed it
up best once when she clearly disagreed with a political position of mine: “well I will be unhappy because
you are unhappy.”
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ASIDE: The Russian-American doctor friend is Dr. Vladimir Zelman, former Chair of the
Anesthesiology Department at the University of Southern California Medical Center. He was born
and raised in Siberia, worked in Novosibirsk (where he met and knew Roald Sagdeev) and then
became a personal physician to Arnold Hammer during the time Hammer was frequently visiting
and conducting business in the U.S.S.R. Hammer arranged for his emigration to the U.S. where he
has thrived. I met Zelman in the “lost luggage” department of the Moscow’s Sheremtyevo airport,
when our Aeroflot flight misplaced both of our luggage items. Zelman has an amazing, gregarious
personality and he collects people the same way some collect stamps. Sometimes it seems he
knows everyone – politics, science, celebrities, and of course in the medical profession. A couple of
years ago he invited me to give the Zelman Lecture at USC to an audience of medical professionals
once again reaffirming my observation of high interest in that profession in the things we do
exploring space and other worlds. Another shared experience was a very sad one when a close
colleague of mine in the field of space physics, Dr. Fred Scarf of the TRW Corporation and UCLA,
died while we were in Moscow in 1992 for one of our many space science cooperation meetings.
One morning we had breakfast together and then went our separate ways to the Space Research
Institute (IKI) for the meeting. By the time I got there I learned he had collapsed at the hotel and
was taken to the hospital. He lingered there several weeks, his wife coming from Los Angeles to be
with him before he died. I called Zelman who helped in contacting Russian medical facilities about
his treatment. Fred was a terrific person and scientist who devised a way translate his fields and
particles data from the Voyage flyby of Saturn into sounds. He put these on a record, called Sounds
of Saturn, and we at The Planetary Society gave out thousands of these as premiums to our
members.
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Red Rover Red Rover, Hey NASA Come Over
In 1977 I was appointed head of the Mars Program at JPL. The two Viking landers (the first
successful Mars lander spacecraft) had landed in 1976 and were operating on the surface. Two
additional spacecraft were operating in orbit. We were awash in Mars images and other data. But,
nothing on the surface moved, and no evidence of past or current life was found. At least that was
the consensus of the scientists – although a few disagreed. No life was a bummer result and when
President Ford asked NASA Administrator Jim Fletcher, “what are you planning for Viking 3?”
Fletcher mumbled, hummed and hawed. Nothing was planned. JPL and the NASA Johnson
Space Center (JSC) had separate and competing ideas about another lander and/or planning a
sample return – a very big job involving vehicles to get there, land, move around on the surface,
pick up samples, put it in a fool-proof protected canister, put that in a rocket, take off from the
Martian surface (automatically, of course), rendezvous with a waiting orbiter around Mars, transfer
the sample container into a spacecraft to return to Earth – either to Earth orbit or directly into a
hard landing on Earth itself. This is a huge mission and an expensive one (still undone). Then
there were other proponents for much more modest missions – another orbiter, a small (mini-)
rover, or some innovation with a Mars airplane. NASA didn’t know what to do – so they told JPL to
consider all the options, and get together with the folks at JSC and come back with some generally
agreed upon specific mission concepts. JPL put me in charge (I was in the Advanced Programs
Office where we developed new mission concepts). The first thing I did was appoint a deputy
manager from JSC to make us a single team working together – John Minear from their science
division. The next thing I did was separate all the ideas into individual mission concepts, appoint a
leader for each, and invite them to compete against each other to see which one(s) survived as
feasible. It was an intensely creative study program. I travelled to JSC monthly to develop the
Mars Sample Return mission. JSC was the repository of the Apollo lunar samples, brought back
by the astronauts. Now our idea was to bring back a much smaller Martian sample in a robotic
mission. This has been (and still is) a long sought goal in the planetary program. Every five years
or so there a spate of enthusiasm resulting in formation of working groups, international
collaboration, science teams and engineering studies of all the various components. It proceeds
well until a cost estimate is requested – it is always some billions of dollars – even before they
consider the cost of launch vehicles and issues of planetary protection – protecting Mars from
Earth contamination and protecting Earth from Mars contamination. When the cost and complexity
of dealing with that (including curating and handling the samples on Earth) is added to the mission
cost the whole idea seems to sink. This has happened at least a half-dozen times between 1975
and the present – and the mission is still not approved for even early development. Whether it
ever will be is in my mind open to question, after all humans to Mars is the goal of human space
flight and although it too always seem a couple of decades in the future, the question might be
reasonably asked if humans are going to Mars why bear the expense and complexity of a
precursor robotic sample return mission? Just as we did on the Moon, have the humans bring
back many more and much larger samples. Doing a robotic mission will take a lot of money and
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preoccupation of effort in the NASA science program. It will inevitably squeeze out other worthy
science missions – including even additional Mars exploration.
Aside: The currently planned Mars 2020 mission prime science objective is to rove on the
surface, collect and document samples for eventual Earth return. NASA and its Mars
science community have adopted this strategy even though there is no approval or
development for an Earth return mission. This problematic strategy came about after the
National Research Council advisory study on planetary mission for the 2013-2022 decade
not only recommended sample return as the highest Mars priority, it recommended it as the
only priority. As noted, mission proposals for Mars Sample Return have always foundered
because of cost – so NASA devised a plan to divide the mission into a first part to collect
the samples and then hope to get the second part approved. I questioned above that if
humans are going to Mars in the foreseeable future why not leave the sampling to them; I
also question that if they are not, whether there is enough justification for a sample return
knowing that the knowledge isn’t needed for human safety. NASA hopes that international
partners will sign up to the sample return providing both a reduced U.S. cost and an
additional political rationale for the undertaking. I hope so too, but am not sure that hope is
a good planning strategy.
But sample return was only one of the missions we studied. An idea for a Mars Airplane captured
everyone’s imagination. It would be like a glider – deployed during the Mars vehicle entry it would
have large wings to create the necessary aerodynamics in the thin Martian atmosphere. It could fly
over thousands of kilometers close to the surface before it ran out of power – a much larger range
than an ordinary rover. A mini-rover concept was studied, to be packed in a box and hard landed
on the surface. It was an adaptation of CIA device that was hard-landed in areas on Earth where
the U.S. wanted to spy. For the simplest and lowest cost option we also studied a new Mars
orbiter for remote sensing. This eventually because the basis of a Mars Observer mission, to fly in
the 1990s. And then we had the “rolling ball” – a simple inflatable beachball-like thing that would
roll on the Martian surface wherever blown by the wind. Inside would be a payload of scientific
instruments and a communications system. It was a neat idea until we figured out that it would
quickly blow in the bottom of a crater or even moderate depression and then be stuck. This idea
however morphed into the Mars Balloon (discussed below). While leading this study of Mars
exploration options it became clear that rovers (mobile vehicles) were the right next step for
exploring Mars. We had to have a means to extend our reach beyond the immediate landing point
and be able to explore the surrounding terrain. Wheeled rovers (or even bipedal ones) were
needed for Mars mobility.
As it turned it, it didn’t matter what I or anyone else concluded – half way through the year as we
were working on the job, I was told by the NASA Associate Administrator. “Spend your money
fast, there won’t be any follow on” – the Mars Program was going to be closed. In fact, we were
entering a dark period in which no new planetary missions would be approved – NASA’s focus on
the inadequately funded, under-planned shuttle preoccupied the Agency to the point where in 1980
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the incoming Reagan Administration proposed to cancel the planetary program entirely. That led
to the formation of The Planetary Society by Carl Sagan, Bruce Murray and me to harness public
opinion against that. The 1980s were a difficult decade, we were advocates for planetary
exploration against NASA who had a policy (mandated by the Reagan Administration) to cut it
down. We had difficult personal relations with the NASA management, notably Administrator
James Fletcher and Associate Administrator Hans Mark. Even while we advocated NASA
missions we were treated as the enemy. Hans Mark was particularly interesting. He was a brilliant
man, former Director of the NASA Ames Research Center (when they flew the Pioneer missions)
and former Secretary of the Air Force. He had advised JPL to turn to military work while the
planetary program was slowed on shut down. Despite having very different political views he was
a friend to Bruce Murray and Carl Sagan (and to me) and later became an Advisor to The
Planetary Society. (When I flirted with a half-baked idea of me becoming an astronaut during this
time of our difficult relations with NASA, Hans said he would recommend me – but only for one
way.) Hans became the Chancellor of the University of Texas after he left NASA.
It wasn’t until the mid-1980’s that NASA came up with an ill-considered idea to build a Mars Orbiter
by reconfiguring an Earth weather satellite and adapting it for interplanetary flight. The mission,
Mars Observer, ended up in failure in 1993 after a catastrophic loss in Mars orbit. The science
community was by then promoting a small Mars Lander, Pathfinder – named that because it was
going to develop a new way to land vehicles on Mars, with air bags and parachutes rather than the
large Viking retro-propulsion system. A sub-group of the involved scientists suggested adding a
small rover to the lander to provide surface mobility for added exploration. But many of the
scientists resisted that – after all a rover was an engineering system that took up valuable mass
and volume and would diminish the number of science instruments that could be carried on the
payload.
During this same time period The Planetary Society became involved with the Soviet Union Mars
Program, where highly ambitious missions involving rovers (Marsokhods, built with the legacy of
the successful Soviet Lunakhods). We were promoting international cooperation, more missions,
and the advantages of rovers for surface exploration – all lacking from the U.S. program. We
began a highly public campaign of innovation and advocacy – combining serious technical tests of
Mars Rover development with public events that gained attention and helped build support for new
missions. In another chapter I described our joining Soviet colleagues in Kamchatka for testing
rovers on the slopes of volcanoes there. As we concluded that wonderful trip, and we then invited
Soviet engineers to join us in Death Valley, CA. This was in 1992, the year after our Kamchatka
adventure.
Like Kamchatka, Death Valley is remote. Or, more accurately, it was remote – before it became
part of America’s great National Park system and Los Angeles became the second largest city in
the United States. Only 6 hours by car from LA, it has fine lodging and dining facilities and
excellent roads. (This is not to say that it hostile environment should be underestimated –
temperatures reach more than 125 degrees Fahrenheit (52C) and it is bone dry.) And it is a locale
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of incredible natural beauty (so much so that our family had a tradition of annual camping trips
there where we cooked Thanksgiving dinners). Less than five miles from the Furnace Creek Inn,
the main lodging center in Death Valley is a hill overlooking the valley that a number of planetary
geologists said was very much like the terrain and topography on areas of Mars. Because it
looked like a terrain at one of the Viking (Mars lander mission in 1976) lander sites planetary
scientists had dubbed it “Mars Hill”, and we chose it as the site for our main tests of the
Marsokhods. How could The Planetary Society, a non-profit, promotional organization, plan the
extensive field logistics and support for a international, professional team of aerospace engineers
and scientists and their sophisticated equipment? By enlisting the aid of many friends, colleagues,
staff and volunteers all dedicated to advancing Mars exploration. In addition to the four of us from
the Kamchatka trip (Roger Bourke, Tom Heinshiemer, Bud Schurmeier and me) we had Gene
Giberson, another retired JPL Assistant Director and experienced planetary project manager. He
had led the Mariner Venforus-Mercury project, the mission about which I did my Ph.D. thesis, and
the first project on which I worked at JPL. I still remember my awe at watching Gene run that
project. John Garvey, an engineer at the McDonnell-Douglas Corporation (later to become part of
the Boeing Company) brought a small team working for him seeking to develop planetary rovers
became an important contributor. John left McDonnell-Douglas to form his own company and build
his own rocket – one of the first “NewSpace” rocket entrepreneurs. George Powell from Utah State
University, part of Prof Frank Redd’s cadre of young aerospace engineers played a big part in our
work – and later went on to entrepreneur a joint project between The Planetary Society and the
Lego Corporation for education about Mars rovers. George and his wife Janelle became close
friends of Connie and me – even staying in our house many times before he went to work at JPL.
Another student of Frank Redd was Jim Cantrell, who became the lead engineer of our Mars
Balloon development and then later helped with the rover testing. Prof. Ron Greeley a planetary
scientist at Arizona State University led our science team – because he wanted the experience to
help him explore Mars.Drs. Chris McKay and Carol Stoker of NASA –Ames Research Center also
joined us along with many staff from The Planetary Society and member-volunteers who devoted
themselves to this expedition. And, of course, we had a team of Russian scientists and engineers
– about a dozen in all. (All expenses were paid for by The Planetary Society from members’
donations). We had to get not only visas for all the Russians (they were no longer Soviets – the
Soviet Union had dissolved at the end of 1991), but also customs approvals for all the equipment –
the rovers themselves and all the support equipment – and arrangements and permits from the
National Park Service. At the peak of the testing we had about 100 people with us for the Death
Valley tests. [INSERT PHOTOS OF MARS HILL – including photo taken by Margaret Bourke while
flying over Death Valley in a plane piloted by her husband, Roger]
Aside: Several years later, the name Mars Hill became official, adopted by the U.S.
Geological Survey Bureau of Geographic Names. A Planetary Society member inspired by
our very public tests there, led the effort for such official recognition.
When we first brought up the Death Valley idea to the Russian we said we would allow two weeks
for their trip. They were incredulous – their Kamchaka expeditions involved two months minimum
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– to account for the extraordinary remoteness, difficult logistics and highly variable and uncertain
weather. (It had rained half the days we were there on our 1991 expedition.) They said, “what if it
rains?” – we laughed and assured them there would be none in Death Valley while we were there.
What we didn’t tell them is that if everything went well during our rover tests, instead of driving
straight back to Pasadena from Death Valley we would hop over to Las Vegas (2.5 hours away)
and give them a night in sin-city. One of The Planetary Society members had a huge RV which we
used as a bus to carry about 8 of us plus equipment. We also had some 4-wheel drive utility
vehicles and of course ordinary cars. The 4-wheel drive vehicles were necessary, because on the
way out to Death Valley we made a side trip to exercise the rovers on Dumont Dunes in the
Mojave Desert. These are a set of dunes, some as high as 1200 feet (360 meters) used mainly by
off-road recreation vehicles. We brought the Marsokhod there to see what it could do on really
steep dunes. It went well. The only mishap was due to me – who mistakenly kept Bud
Schurmeier’s car keys in my pocket after using it, and then drove off to Death Valley leaving him
stranded there without keys to his vehicle. (We sent a volunteer back with them).
We planned seriously; we even brought a (volunteer) Doctor along. He provided the usual advice
of drinking lots of water in the desert heat and refrain from alcohol beverages during the day.
Turns out this was exactly the opposite of Russian custom. They described trips to the Gobi for
many days where they drank only three sips of water each at morning, noon and night. And they
revolted when we tried to lock up the beer coolers before noon. But it all worked – our tests were
extensive, successful and we finished in time to make it to Las Vegas. Our experience with the
Marsokhods was important – it led to widespread publicity and ultimately the power of rovers for
planetary exploration became accepted by NASA and their science community. I do not think that
it is an overstatement to say that The Planetary Society Death Valley rover tests were the turning
point that led to acceptance of rovers into NASA’s Mars planning.
Later on after the Death Valley tests we brought Congressman Dana Rohrabacher in to teleoperate a Russian rover in Germany from the McDonnel-Douglas company (which was in his
district) in Orange County, California. The new-fangled capability of the Internet made this
possible. Then we invited NASA Administrator Dan Goldin to tele-operate a rover during a
professional aerospace meeting in Anaheim, California. [INSERT PICTURE] He was hooked!
Aside: Dan Goldin was appointed by Pres. George H.W. Bush as NASA Administrator in
1992 and led the Agency through an extraordinary transition from doing almost no planetary
missions to doing many, including focusing on Mars with launches continuously beginning in
1996. I believe it is fair to characterize him as the only NASA Administrator who came to
the Agency with a Mars agenda. He transitioned NASA from a policy of no Mars program to
one with frequent and varied exploration, as well as one with little international cooperation
to one who made the policy for both human and robotic space missions. He not only was
NASA’s longest serving Administrator (approximately ten years) but one of the rare ones
who served two Presidents: Bill Clinton in addition George H.W. Bush. He also led the
internationalization and building of the International Space Station with the Russian
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participation. Mr. Goldin initiated astrobiology as a chief theme of NASA science and the
program to discover extra-solar planets, of which more than 1000 have been identified.
Almost as soon as he became Administrator in 1992 he jumped on the Rover bandwagon
and turned NASA’s exploration program around.
We held a little demonstration for Mr. Goldin in Pasadena, because we knew he was visiting
nearby JPL. Of course, we couldn’t take the Russian rovers to JPL (both the rover and our visitors
were foreign nationals, we were unofficial, and NASA had no rover program to fit into anyway). So
we rented one of the Rose Parade float pavilions only a couple of miles away from JPL (where
they build and house floats for the annual New Year’s Day Rose Parade in Pasadena) and
operated the rover there. It went well – despite the rover flipping over when it tried to climb a
vertical wall. [picture?]. We also organized a Rover Expo on the Smithsonian Mall in Washington
DC, literally across the street from NASA Headquarters with the U.S. Capitol as the background,
PICTURES?] simultaneously as a World Space Congress of aerospace scientists and engineers
were meeting nearby. We were creating enormous public interest in rovers for surface exploration
of Mars. And, finally, the scientists were getting it too. A couple of years later we got together with
some JPL and aerospace industry people holding a conference in a hotel in Santa Monica, and
arranged to put on another Rover Expo – demonstrating rovers operating on the beach in Santa
Monica. (No oceans on Mars – at least now; but lots of sand). Thus was born the acceptance of
the added on micro-rover to the Pathfinder mission. The rover development was led by Donna
Shirley, a colleague who I had worked with at JPL two decades earlier who had moved on to
become one of the first women to lead a major project in space exploration. The rover was
subsequently named Sojourner in a contest led by The Planetary Society in cooperation with
Donna and her team at JPL. Ever since then rovers have been planned for all Mars landers
(except the Phoenix 2005 polar lander, which was resurrected from the ill-fated 1998 Mars Polar
Lander) .
Currently (2017-18) the next rover is planned for launch in 2020. It is much the same as the
Curiosity Rover still operating on Mars, having been launched there in 2011. The evolution of Mars
rovers from Sojourner (1996 launch) to Spirit and Opportunity (2003), Curiosity (2011) and Mars
2020’s (still unnamed) is interesting – worth a book in its own right. The pace of these
(approximately every eight years) is a bit slow for us Mars mission enthusiasts, but not terribly
inconsistent with the pace of ocean and new worlds exploration on the sixteenth century. Mars’
surface area is about the same as the land area of Earth – there is a lot to explore and if one views
the exploration as a precursor to eventual human activity there, then going to many sites for
detailed study is clearly worthwhile – probably absolutely necessary. A European/Russian rover
mission planned for launch in 2020 and nascent plans in China, Japan, india and (even) the United
Arab Emirates may speed up the pace and scope of such exploration. The impact of
entrepreneurial interest from Elon Musk will also be significant. He has talked about a Mars
landing mission (Red Dragon) for 2020. More on the future in the final chapter of this book.
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Visions of Mars
During my time at The Planetary Society I was extraordinarily privileged to not just meet, but also
work with and get to know, some extraordinary people. Among them were three giants of science
fiction literature: Isaac Asimov, Ray Bradbury and Arthur Clarke. I collectively called them ABC.
All three joined the Advisory Board (later, Advisory Council) of The Planetary Society. They were
accomplished writers, to be sure, but they were also interesting and genuinely nice people, with
whom we were able to discuss both broad ideas and the nitty-gritty of popularization and political
action. They had idiosyncrasies: Asimov and Bradbury who wrote of space travels to other
worlds, were unwilling to travel by air on Earth. Clarke, chose to live in gorgeous retreat far away
from everyone in Sri Lanka. But idiosyncrasies of great and creative minds are a pleasure to deal
with.
While working in 1991 with the Russians on the development of the Mars 94 mission (which became Mars 96) I
began thinking about what kind of message could we send on that mission to land as Mars. Sending messages
on spacecraft was by now an old idea – the most famous were the Pioneer plaques sent in 1972 and Voyage
record sent in 1977, both to the outer planets and beyond. (Voyager is now in the interstellar medium on its way
to the stars.) Apollo had carried plaques to the Moon, the Viking spacecraft had a microfilm dot with the names
of those who worked on the mission. The idea which I came up with to send works of fiction to create the first
Martian library, and to begin that with the three giants of science fiction I mentioned above. I dubbed this the
“ABC Project.” Carl Sagan liked the idea, and noted that works of science fiction about Mars would be more
than just a library they would be a symbolic archive for future Mars explorers of the ideas that motivated the
20th century exporation of Mars. He suggested I discuss it with space artist Jon Lomberg. Jon, now a close
friend, was first introduced to me by Carl at the very beginning of The Planetary Society. He is a space artist with
some outstanding credits including a galaxy painting hung in the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum
and being the creative director of the Voyager Record. He also designed the original logo of The Planetary
Society using a sailing ship in our solar system as evocative ox exploration.
I spoke to colleagues in Russia, at the Space Research Institute responsible for the payload of the Mars 94/96
mission. Could we supply a CD (the technology that supplanted the phonograph record which was used on
Voyager) to them to include on the lander headed to the surface of Mars? They said yes. Ironically, given the
famous burden of bureaucracy that the communist government imposed it was much easier for them to make
this decision than it would be at NASA. There it would have required a comprehensive study reviewed by a
Committee and sent up the line for several management reviews with legal and public relations analyses all
capable of vetoing. In Russia it took our colleague Slava Linkin, the lander chief scientist, to make a phone call to
Kostya Pichkhadze the project chief engineer to make the decision. That done, the Society could plan to create
this first library on Mars – the collection of stories that inspired the initial exploration of Mars. Of course my
idea was simple – just put the ABC stories on CD, give it to the Russians to bolt on the spacecraft, and send it off.
Sagan urged that we include more of the works that inspired our generation to explore Mars: writers from all
over the world who had written stories about Mars. Jon saw even more possibilities, not just with written
stories but with audio, art and specific essays by key people involved, including Sagan and me. Together with
Time-Warner Interactive, a leading creator of CDs at the time, and Judith Merrill, a science fiction librarian and
anthologist, we selected stories from a “who’s who” of science fiction authors, and contacted them asking them
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to donate their stories (without royalties) for future Martian readers: that is for us to include on the spacecraft
to be landed on Mars. The design of the CD included the word “Mars” in many languages and several of the
stories included were in their native languages.
Assembling the content of the CD was a big project – Time-Warner’s technical help led to a format for creating a
book reading experience on the CD. The CD itself had to meet spacecraft hardware standards, including the
vibration of launch and landing and environmental conditions of space and of Mars, and even planetary
protection concerns to not contaminate the Martian surface. Besides a creative director, it needed a chief
engineer. We enlisted Gene Giberson, then a retired former Assistant Director for flight projects at JPL to
handle that. Gene had led the Mariner-Venus-Mercury, Seasat and the Infra-Red Astronomy Satellite missions.
The CD we produced was specially manufactured for durability and thoroughly tested before its addition to the
spacecraft.
For the CD we recorded messages from Carl Sagan, Slava Linkin and me and a whole lot more material now
archived on The Planetary Society website. But Mars 96 failed – its launch vehicle never made it and the vehicle
(and our CD) fell into the Pacific Ocean near the coast of South America. (Elsewhere in this book, I tell the story
of witnessing the Mars ’96 launch in Russia and Kazakhstan and of its failure. The tragic end of the mission was
distressing, but such is not uncommon in space exploration – indeed, not in any exploration. Voyages fail,
voyages succeed – but we go onward. In the case of our Vision of Mars, we did go onward and found another
ride to Mars for our CD – the Phoenix Project, launched in 2007. Phoenix itself was a re-born version of a Maars
lander failure, NASA’s 1998 launched Mars Polar Lander crashed when it reached Mars. But the project was
saved, led by Prof. Peter Smith of the University of Arizona, who was its Principal Investigator. He loved Visions
of Mars and was willing to add it to the Phoenix spacecraft – and it flew and landed successfully in 2008 near the
Martian South Pole. It sits there today, the first Martian library, awaiting its future discovery on that planet by
Martians – whoever they are, human or robot or a mix. T

Aside: The Visions of Mars CD also included a list of names – team members, Planetary Society members,
and members of the public who The Planetary Society reached in promoting Mars exploration. We did this
many times at The Planetary Society, putting names on spacecraft – something NASA first opposed, then
later decided to do it themselves. One of our Mars anthology science-fiction authors (and scientist), David
Brin, wrote a story, “Mars Opposition,” in which he told of Marians landing on Earth and asking to be taken
(not to our leader) but to Bruce Murray and me. As soon as they were, they killed us. It seems that they
blamed us for the invasion of Mars by Earth organisms since our names were identified as principals on the
CD. It is a source of pride to know of my importance – so important has to have the first Martians reaching
Earth kill me.
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Together to Mars
No theme better summarizes my life work at The Planetary Society than the phrase,
Together to Mars. It means several different things and has been used in many contexts.
Carl Sagan titled an article in Parade: “Let’s Go to Mars Together” (Feb. 1986) xiv. We
used the phrase in those years to promote U.S.-U.S.S.R. cooperation for a joint human
mission to Mars – a political initiative by The Planetary Society undertaken both to
advance space exploration and to offer a peaceful alternative to Cold War rivalry between
the two nuclear superpowers.
In 1987 The Planetary Society used a (then) new technology called “Spacebridge” to hold
a live video conference of Americans and Soviets called “Together to Mars” and in
Russian, “Вместе к Марсу” – I think it was me who came up with the title. How new the
technology of videoconferencing was is illustrated by this lead in a NY Times Oct 7, 1987
television review article about the one hour PBS special which was produced from this:
“The technology is what it's about. ''Uplinks'' and ''downlinks'' in Moscow and in

Boulder, Colo., join United States and Soviet scientists in a live, two-way
television connection. The wonder, apparently, is not what happens, but that
anything happens at all. The one-hour program, on Channel 13 tonight at 10
o'clock, keeps reminding us of its own importance.” The conference was actually
four hours, the television show was a one hour excerpt. At that conference we assembled
several panels – in Boulder. Colorado and in Moscow - of notables, scientists, engineers
and writers. On the American side Carl Sagan was moderator; others included, Buzz
Aldrin, former NASA Administrator Thomas Paine, astronaut Joseph Kerwin, scientists
Chris McKay, Hal Klein, Penny Boston and Carol Stoker, engineer Roger Bourke, and even
me. On the Russian side scientist and TV host Sergei Kapitsa was moderator; others
included science fiction writer Arkady Struginsky, scientists Valeri Barsukov, Vasily Moroz
and Lev Mukhin, engineer Garry Rogovsky, cosmonauts Valeri Kubasov and Svetlana
Saviskaya.
Although I was in Colorado, I count this as one my extraordinary Russian adventures.
That I was only virtually in Russia (on a large screen in an auditorium there), I was with
so many remarkable and brilliant people engaged in such a deep conversation and
experience that it was no less real than being physically present. That is also my view of
eventual human space exploration – we will extend our human presence throughout the
solar system and maybe throughout all of space, not with the human physically going
there, but with us interacting virtually there and here with other worlds. This was the
subject of my earlier book. xv Most considered a little radical, even in the age of selfdriving cars and personal desktop assistants named Alexa and the like. In 1987
teleconferencing, a baby steps toward virtual reality and telepresence, was similarly
novel. That quote from the NY Times reviewer of our Spacebridge TV documentary tells
us that the medium was as much of a message as was the message itself. The Soviet
Union in mid-1987 was right in the middle of perestroika – its reconstruction from a
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monolithic dictatorship to a more open and pluralistic society. Politically, Ronald Reagan
and Mikhail Gorbachev were discovering each other – and had just held the second of the
historic summits at Reykjavik – one that came unbelievably close to banning nuclear
weapons. The Soviet Union was also in its heyday of space exploration – flush with
success of its fly-through of Comet Halley (a space exploration first and an international
success as well as a national one), well-along on its preparations for a mission to the
Martian moon, Phobos and developing the first planetary rovers for exploration of Mars
itself. With human flight it was operating the world’s only space station and continuing to
be the most active spacefaring nation measured by its consistent launch rate. The U.S.
was doing none of these things – cutting out planetary exploration, planning (but not
building) a space station, its shuttle program shut down as we recovered from the tragedy
of the Challenger explosion, and, of course, promoting Star Wars – the Reagan
Administration’s space weapons program, the Strategic Defense Initiative. These
contrasts and the extraordinary changes going on the U.S.S.R. mad American-Soviet
relations and communications a topic of high public interest. Our Spacebridge resonated.
It really was a multi-media extravaganza – one screen playing a discussion about all the
remarkable political reform, another offering the prospects of new space spectaculars such
as a human mission to Mars, and another using the tools of the new information age to
enable unprecedented personal and scientific exchanges among people whose worlds were
far apart. The ancient history of Mars water, and possibilities for life there, were
juxtaposed in discussion about medical issues for human explorers in space. Previously
some of these subjects were kept secret during the Cold War, now they were being
discussed in open forum. Sagan and Kapitsa as moderators captured much more than the
science and technical possibilities, they breathtakingly described the political and social
opportunities that now seemed to be ours to help make happen – even while working in
the shadow of two still nominally hostile and distrustful super-powers possessing enough
weapons to end human civilization in a matter of days and still arguing about weapons in
space. Perhaps we were caught up in over-hyped idealism and grandiose dreaming, but
such visions were driving both the politics and the technologies of a new age. In the
following I will connect the geopolitical visions to those of space exploration and describe
how close we might have come – and how far we are now likely to remain from sending
humans to Mars.
The one-hour TV show excerpted from this conference is on YouTube – and in it you can
hear all of the great themes of science, engineering and politics that dominate
consideration of sending humans to Mars. What’s the purpose of humans? Can we do it
cheaper with robots only? Might there be life on Mars and if so, what are the
implications? What is the cost of Mars exploration and is it worth it? And what are the
problems and what are the advantages of doing it internationally? Interestingly, even
among this group of Mars exploration advocates and space enthusiasts, there was near
universal agreement that the most important benefit of a human mission to Mars would
be working together in a peaceful and cooperative project among several nations. Several
said that if international cooperation added cost to the mission, it still would be more
worthwhile than doing it alone. For me this point is central – humans to Mars (indeed,
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humans anywhere beyond Earth and even big robotic ventures to other world) and
primarily justified and depend on the rationale of serving a nation’s geopolical interests;
i.e. on international considerations.
The phrase “together to Mars” came also used to denote broader international cooperation initiatives among
spacefaring nations: United States, Russia, Europe, Japan, India and (to a much lesser extent) China. In the early
1990s we helped NASA and the European Space Agency (ESA) form an International Mars Exploration Working
Group (IMEWG—pronounced im-ee-weeg by the Americans, and im –youg by the Europeans). Initially it was
open to all, government and non-governmental organizations participating in Mars exploration, but gradually it
became for space agencies only. (Thus despite being one of the originators, The Planetary Society was eased
out as the bureaucrats formalized the organization). The objectives were both to coordinate existing plans for
Mars missions and to encourage future collaboration to improve or enhance the individual plans. In the 1990s,
“Mars Together” became a NASA initiative, part of the broader post-Cold War U.S.-Russian space cooperation
that led to the International Space Station. More on that, later.
“Together to Mars” could also denote a different type of cooperation, between humans and robots,
symbiotically developing Mars exploration capabilities. Our support – that is the support of Carl Sagan, Bruce
Murray and me for The Planetary Society – for human exploration of Mars was controversial and often
misunderstood. Many space enthusiasts and aerospace industry personnel could not understand why we linked
it to Soviet-American cooperation. Some scientists opposed human exploration as too expensive and too
cumbersome compared to continuing the much smaller robotic missions, and some internationalists were
perplexed by the focus on Mars when there were so many worthy (and more immediately important projects
on Earth. We answered all those objections, and proved the power of the political initiative in a “Mars
Declaration” which we published in a full page advertisement in the Washington Post in connection with a Cold
War summit meeting of Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev. The Declaration was signed by tens of
thousands of people, notably including many government, military, science, entertainment, cultural and social
leaders. (Appendix?) It was and remains (unfortunately) a high-water mark in the political interest for a human
Mars mission. Since then there has been what I would call half-hearted political initiatives: George H.W. Bush’s
Space Exploration Initiative (“back to the Moon and on to Mars!), Al Gore’s nascent Presidential campaign
proposal for a joint U.S. Russian Mars mission, George W. Bush’s Constellation Program (“Moon, Mars and
Beyond”), and Barack Obama’s redirection for NASA’s Journey to Mars – all of them lacking any geopolical
rationale. The only human space flight objective since Apollo with such a rationale was the engagement of the
Russian aerospace industry in the International Space Station, and it is the only one that led to a human space
flight program. The Reagan-Gorbachev summit might have provided a human Mars exploration rationale, but
although the subject was included in the preliminary briefing papers it did not make it into the finals.1
(Citation?) It seem that both sides were in favor of starting that down path as a peaceful alternative to the arms
race in concert with Reagan and Gorbachev initiatives to cut back nuclear weapons. But the Soviets insisted that
it be accompanied by the U.S. curtailing the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI – or “Star Wars” as it was popularly
called). SDI was leading to testing space weapons and undercutting the long-standing anti-ballistic missile
treaty). The Soviet acceptance of the joint human Mars mission goal was coupled to a position of no SDI testing
and the Americans therefore rejected it. [citation?]
Aside: At The Planetary Society we knew of the discussions about a possible humans-to-Mars summit
initiative. We wanted to influence this and elevate the subject as high as possible. We came up with
1
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the idea of a “Mars Declaration” to be signed by as broad a segment of the public as we could reach, and
by as many notables as we could get. We published it as a full-page advertisement in the Washington
Post with many notable signers as mentioned above. It also was part of the pre-summit discussions for
the follow up in Moscow (with the same result). Roald Sagdeev tells a storyxvi that when President
Reagan visited the Kremlin during that summit trip, Gorbachev remarked as they passed by relics of
great Czarist projects that the current Soviets had the capability for another great project: a joint
human mission to Mars. But Reagan did not take the bait.”
Despite our deep awareness and understanding of the SDI and it being a prominent political issue for
both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R., it was not until I read William Taubman’s biography of Gorbachevxvii that
a more significant understanding became clear. Many think that SDI while technically unfeasible, still
could draw the Russian’s into a renewed arms race that would further bankrupt their economy. In fact,
many American conservatives believe that was a contributing factor to the demise of the Soviet Union.
Maybe so – but had Reagan and Gorbachev achieved the goal of drastically reducing nuclear weapons as
they came very close to doing in the 1987 Reykjavik summit, the Soviet economy might then have been
redirected to consumer and civil priorities and perhaps the disastrous economic collapse of Russia in the
1990s avoided. Would that have been better for the world, for the West, for Russia – there are too
many what if’s to figure that out. But the Reagan-Gorbachev Reykjavik failure rested on one issue:
space-testing of Star Wars. Imagine – a zero-nuclear weapons agreement almost happened and only
failed because both leaders, totally consumed by idealism, misunderstood the benefit (in Reagan’s case)
and the danger (in Gorbachev’s case). Throw in the human-to-Mars agreement and imagine the
alternate history. After the summit the agreement never got close again – the military-industrialdiplomatic establishments on both sides were horrified by what Reagan and Gorbachev almost agreed
to and undermined them from there on.xviii
The Society’s political position for international cooperation was based both on our advocacy for Mars
exploration and our advocacy for additional political support for its advancement. The only post-Apollo human
space programs that led to flight were the space shuttle and the International Space Station. Developing the
reusable human-crewed space shuttle which flew 134 missions to Earth orbit with 833 people over 30 years was
a remarkable and great technical achievement. As great as any engineering accomplishment can be. But it was
a program disaster and a negative space policy decision. President Nixon initiated it to give NASA something to
do, but never gave it a mission. As soon as the program started his Administration cut it back so that it could
even not fulfill its initial promise. The shuttle flew some great missions (and sadly, two tragic ones) but it
blocked all progress on space exploration and confined us to low Earth orbit for an indefinite future. The space
station was proposed by President Reagan in his first term, but never gained enough support to actually be
developed – until it became a means to provide support for the Russian aerospace industry after the end of the
Soviet Union, so that they were not tempted into selling their wares to nations or entities that threatened the
United States. Thus they became part of the International Space Station and began the shuttle-Mir rendezvous.
This proves the point: without a geopolical rationale human spaceflight serves little purpose. However, I also
believe it proves (as did Apollo) that with a geopolical rationale, human spaceflight can serve the country and
world with great and uplifting accomplishment.
The post-Cold War U.S.-Russian aerospace engagement is another one of my Russian adventures. In pursuit of
Mars Together, it took me on NASA One, the official government airplane for NASA, to Russia with the NASA
Administrator, Dan Goldin; inside the White House with U.S. Vice-President Al Gore and Russian Prime Minister
Viktor Chernomyrdin and inside Russian Space Agency meetings trying to develop “Mars Together.” This one,in
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the mid-1990s, was different from our Mars Together advocacy of the mid-1980s. The latter was in the context
of Cold War fears and tensions – seeking a high challenge, peaceful, engaging initiative for the two Cold War
superpowers as an alternative to the arms race (for the U.S.) and to SDI (for the Soviets). The goal was a
humans to Mars – popular exciting and certainly high challenge. The former (1990s) was in the opposite
context, post-Cold War. Mars was a small theme in the broader Gore-Chernomyrdin agreement which led to the
Shuttle-Mir flights and the International Space Station. The goal was to and have some science initiatives
accompany the big human space engineering project.
But the 1980s Cold War Mars Together (targeting Reagan – Gorbachev) and the 1990s post-Cold War Mars
together (targeting Gore-Chernomyrdin) had one thing in common: they both ultimately failed.
I got to sit in the early meetings of Russian and American engineers planning the International Space Station.
Observing their mutual arrogance and certainty about technical issues, I knew for sure that the space
cooperation world work. It did – in my opinion the International Space Station deserves a Nobel Peace Prize for
how it brought two dangerous adversaries together to defuse arms proliferation and engage them in a peaceful
challenging enterprise. That peaceful enterprise went way beyond just building the station – it has maintained
its engineering and science operations with some 14 nations and scores of missions over the past two decades.
NASA Administrator Dan Goldin invited me to accompany him on a trip to Russia to develop the newly emerging
cooperative relationship. As noted, the International Space Station worked out. But Mars Together did not. It
was too much for the post-Soviet economy to support a major science project.
Aside: At this point, I must give a shout-out to Dr. Wesley T. (Wes) Huntress, the NASA Associate
Administrator for Space Science in the 1990s and then, several years after his retirement from NASA the
President of The Planetary Society. I have known Wes since his and my days at JPL when he suggested
to me a Mars game we could help develop as an educational activity in the Mars program which I was
leading at the time. Wes is by training an atmospheric scientist, but by experience a broad participant in
planetary exploration and other space science. He led the re-birth of the NASA space science program
in the 1990s, and the creation of the Mars Program after the loss of Mars Observer in 1993 – a program
that has lasted for 25 years with lander, rovers and orbiters continually exploring the Red Planet. He
also conceived and led the “Mars Together” and “Fire and Ice” initiatives for the American-Russian postCold War cooperation Initiative led by Vice-President Gore and Russian Prime Minister Viktor
Chernomyrdin. With some seriousness, but also to be playful, I frequently tell my colleagues that I
divide us into two categories: bureaucrats and gadflies. Both have negative or even pejorative
connotations. But both make the world go around. Bureaucrats get the job done (at least the good
ones do). They “figure it out” and take responsibility in order to accomplish projects, missions,
programs and the effective functioning of organizations. Gadflies, just the opposite. They do not need
to take responsibilities, instead they are free to comment, analyze, advice and consult on what to do
and how to do it. Unlike bureaucrats they can offer unfettered opinion and think out of the box for new
and better ways to do things. Bureaucrats may be constrained by their chain of command, gadflies not
so much. One category is not better than the other – a good working relationship between them can be
really effective. At The Planetary Society I was a gadfly, certainly in my relationships with space
agencies. I like to think I was a useful one because I respected and learned how to work with the
bureaucracy.
A further Aside: So much so, that Mike Collins, the Apollo 11 Astronaut who orbited the Moon,
described me in an early draft of his book, Mission to Mars, as “the best bureaucrat he knows.”
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I pleaded with him to take that out of the book saying my reputation would be ruined forever.
He did change it – to, “Friedman, wise in the ways of Washington.”
Wes, was a bureaucrat – in the finest sense of the word. He worked with everyone to not just get the jobs done,
but to get them done brilliantly. And he respected and learned how to work with gadflies – outsiders like me
who tried to help but often did so without respect for the bureaucratic and official constraints. During the Mars
Together initiative, when Administrator Goldin brought me to Russia to be part of the meetings, only as an
observer, and in its aftermath as we tried to get cooperative missions developed, Wes was clearly peeved at my
outside involvement but was tremendously respectful and effective at taking what he thought was good from it
and integrating it into the official channels for the government program. Neither “Mars Together” nor “Fire and
Ice” worked out, but it wasn’t Wes’ (or my) fault. We couldn’t control world events or post-Soviet political and
economic developments.
The U.S. was willing to provide funds to Russia for space station support. The financial cost was small compared
to the alternative of having to deal with arms proliferation to potential threatening entities if Russian military
assets ended up for sale. (Nonetheless, some did up for sale – and the result is the North Korean nuclear threat.
Among those who apparently sold to them were our “friends” at the Makeev Rocket Design Bureau in Russia –
the same ones who gave us the defective Volna for our Cosmos 1 solar sail spacecraft (Chapter X). Can’t believe I
drank vodka with these people). But U.S. funds for Mars Together, science projects and robotic Mars
exploration was off-limits: NASA was told, “no exchange of funds,” with the Russians. Au contraire, the Russian
interest in Mars Together was precisely aimed at getting U.S. funds for their projects. At one meeting at the
Russian space agency, the leaders of NPO Lavochin, the company which built their planetary spacecraft,
proposed an truly mindboggling display of vehicles for multiple landings on Mars. Dan Goldin was impressed –
we all were; but I leaned over to him and suggested he ask “who is going to pay for this?” He did – and the
answer was “you,” that is they were proposing NASA pay for it. At that point the leader of the Russian space
agency picked up the papers describing the proposal and said they were classified. Classified? – “yes, he said,
we marked them ‘destroy before reading.’ It was clumsy and embarrassing.
Despite that incident, Russian scientists of good will, and JPL and NASA personnel worked frantically to come up
with affordable, mutually advantageous plans which could be implemented after what we hoped would be
successful American and Russian missions in 1996. We were planning what became Pathfinder with is minirover (Sojourner) while the Russians were preparing the ambitious Mars ’96 mission with an orbiter, two small
landing stations and two surface penetrators – at the time it was the heavies interplanetary spacecraft ever
launched. The challenge was to find a mission design to accommodate both American and Russian
developments and cost no additional money to either.
..Just before the Director of Science, Yuri Milov, at the Russian space agency came to Washington to meet with
Huntress, we thought we had it all worked out – but my colleague and good friend Slava Linkin called me from
Russia called me and said that Milov lacked one key detail. We both tried to reach him literally as he was walking
into Huntress’ office – but it turned out not to matter; Huntress told me later that Milov never even mentioned
Mars! I still wonder what the real game was. And no matter that either – after the Russian Mars 96 failure
(chapter X) the Russian planetary program collapsed.
Mars Together did not happen – neither in its meaning of international cooperation, nor in its meaning of
human/robot cooperation. A history of our initiatives is in an appendix. What did happen from 1996 to the
present was a vibrant and exciting, continuous program of Mars exploration, a fantastic exploration of Saturn
(with a lander discovering lakes of liquid methane on Titan and water jets on its moon, Enceladus; missions to
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comets and asteroids and all the way out to Pluto and all the way in to Mercury, and discoveries of hundreds,
then thousands of planets around other stars. Thank you Dr. Huntress and Mr. Goldin: you made NASA great
again! As for me, my next Russian adventure was with Cosmos 1, our solar sail (chapter X).
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Where Next?
Where next? I would like to say to Mars – but not for humans. While Neil Armstrong, Buzz Andrin and Mike
Collins were still at the Moon, I bet my two sons (then ages 9 and 10) that they would take their kids on a
camping trip to the Moon. Obviously, I lost that bet. I was six months away from moving from Andover,
Massachusetts (where we lived while I was working on Ph.D. at MIT) to Pasadena, California where I would start
work at JPL. I expected to see humans making it to Mars within 30 years – i.e. by the end of the 20th century.
Maybe now, in 2017, we’ll see humans land on Mars within 30 years – but I would not bet on it. One year ago, I
would have: I was part of a NASA initiative called “Journey to Mars”, seeking to fulfill President Obama’s goal of
human Mars landing in the 2040s. But as part of the Trump’s Administration policy to kill all things Obama, the
first project in that program was cancelled and the program redirected to something called a “Deep Space
Gateway.” That’s reminiscent of the space shuttle decision – give NASA something to build but don’t give them
a destination or even a mission. The space policy interest of the current Administration seems to be to cut back
NASA in favor of commercial interest in exploiting cis-lunar space (between Earth and Moon). That’s not space
exploration – we have been there, done that.
My previous bookxix concludes that humans will and must make it to Mars – otherwise we are doomed to live
hidebound on Earth with psychological and physical limits that threaten our existence. But ti also concludes that
humans will never make it past Mars, for by the time we get to and settle on Mars our technology will have
advanced so much that human presence will be extended by virtual and robotic means to places where no
human can reach. That was my optimistic view of the current space race – the one between humans and
robots. Each would spur each other on working synergistically for new achievements – humans becoming a
multi-planet species by settling on another world and extending their presence throughout are solar system and
into interstellar space.
But now I think the humans are losing that space race. We humans seem to be treading “water” (really vacuum)
or even going backwards instead of racing. Robots conversely are racing – with ever growing capabilities not
just in robotics, but also in brainpower, computation, information processing, communications as well. Two
emergent fields now poised for a technological explosion may have even more influence on robotic space
exploration than any of those just cited – artificial intelligence and genetic engineering. You might be surprised
that I cite the latter while talking about robots – but I refer to possibilities of programing genetic molecules as
part of the payloads of future missions to interact with their target environments. As robot capabilities increase
and our interactions with other worlds take place through them – with so much data return that we explore new
worlds through that data (e.g. in virtual worlds created from the data or in holograms with multiple sensory
input) I fear that people will get bored and dissatisfied with limited human emissaries being the explorers. That
is why the robots may win. I am a human chauvinist – I don’t want this, but the younger generations might.
Of course the new interest in commercial and private development by space entrepreneurs is leading to space
tourism which may be the future of human spaceflight. We are close to suborbital tourist flights now (most
notably with Richard Branson’s Virgin Galactic venture). Orbital tourism will follow – although not quickly – it is
a huge step from suborbital flight, the difference is from rockets to spaceships. Orbital tourist flights might
then lead to commercial orbital hotels – Las Vegas hotelier Robert Bigelow (Budget Suites of America) has
already constructed and his first test elements launched. The answer where next might be Las Vegas in space –
which, IMHO, is as meaningful as Las Vegas in Nevada and certainly has nothing much to do with space
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exploration. Yet, that seems to be where NewSpace is going. Even those pursuing putative commercial
ventures on the Moon or Near-Earth asteroids, rely mostly on arguments saying that the demand for such
ventures will be created by opening up space to “all” – i.e. to tourists.
The enthusiasm of those trying to make commercial space venires is clear. The econ omics is not. Tourism to
exotic places on Earth with extreme environments remains a very limited activity, open only to a few. Climbing
Himalayan peaks, cruising to the Antarctic, flying balloons at high altitude attract a few but don’t change the
world. Ocean tourism remains on the surface – we see none of those underwater cities and entertainment
parks that we saw envisioned in the 1950s and 1960s in magazines like Popular Science. Yet the undersea
oceans are cheaper and easier to reach with far more resources than space. Space tourism would be exciting for
the first ones, but after that bloom wears off the high price appeal would likely diminish. Besides tourism,
practical space commercial benefits are cited – asteroid mining being the most common one. Those would most
likely be robotic ventures, not ones with human crews, and even then the economic benefits of extracting
currently rare minerals on asteroids will certainly be weighed of finding new materials on Earth to replace the
rare ones.
This bodes badly for Mars – well, not for Mars itself, it may actually be better off by being left alone. But it is an
open question as to whether Mars exploration is sustainable without the human goal. If we find life there that
might create a societal push for human exploration. Or it may create a societal push for preservation and noninterference. If we don’t find life, we will always have the uncertainty. (You can’t prove a negative, that is you
cannot prove there is not life on Mars). But as interesting as is Mars we wonder that if astrobiology or human
settlement isn’t driving us, how much society will spend on geology? Despite 40 years of studies and mission
proposals a robotic Mars sample return is no closer to launch now than we thought it was back when I was
leading a study of it in 1977. If human missions are part of the plan, why spend many billions of dollars on a
robotic mission than will bring back perhaps a few kilograms, if that much? If human missions are not part of
the plan then is the detailed geochemistry of a few kilograms of Mars worth that expenditure?
We may be in the same situation with robotic Mars exploration that we are with human spaceflight – the
mission goal (sample return or finding life) is so big and so expensive that it needs a geopolitical purpose to add
to any science rationale. That it, it needs Mars Together. The question of where next becomes In addition to
what next in international cooperation. The Russian adventures about which I write in this book were driven in
a large part by the goal of Mars Together, but they were also driven in a large part by the very real role that
space exploration could play as a peaceful, cooperative, international enterprise of planet Earth. Unlike so many
other global objectives, space exploration has very little political or ideological complications. Compared for
example to combatting climate change or building massive energy projects, space program projects have almost
no negative side effects except for argument about their cost.
Aside: This is why even with projects that we think are undertaken for special interests with weak
society benefit – e.g building a Moon base with no apparent utility except to those who get paid to build
it, The Planetary Society never opposed them (at least in my day). They didn’t do harm, we just (we
argued) could do better. Our “anti” space station Congressional testimony was not “anti” – it argued for
changes with the title, “A Space Station worth the Cost.”
The international cooperation and inspirational benefits of Mars exploration are symbiotic – that is they feed off
each other. They are also intrinsic – part of the very nature of the enterprise. It seems funny to me that
exploration is almost always a minor political issue even when its cultural and social significance transcends the
more attention getting political issues of the day. To cite a few examples, this was true for the Spanish Court
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authorizing Columbus’ voyage, for Jefferson authorizing Lewis and Clark, for 19th and early 20th century
European governments authorizing Arctic and Antarctic expeditions, and even for John Kennedy launching the
race to the Moon. This is probably a result of these political decisions not having any negatives, except for
fussing about cost. (As opposed to wars, occupation of other countries, huge environmental projects or social
reforms in health care or finance). Thus they are amenable to international cooperation and can be used to
further more controversial policies by providing a forum for engagement and mutual development. The
International Space Station development by the U.S. – Russia – Europe – Japan – Canada testifies to this. The
adventure and technical challenges of space ventures, as well as their scientific benefits, engage the public and
provide testimony for the other big benefit: inspiration. Apollo, the Russian Mir, the robotic missions to
planets and comets by the U.S., Russia, Europe and Japan, and the great space observatories inspire not just
immediate great publicity but lasting educational and cultural achievements to engage younger people into new
careers, pursuits and interests. For me, personally, inspiration and politics have been the two legs on which my
whole pursuit of “Mars Together” rests, and the two legs on which I believe it will walk on in the future.
Inspiration I am certain about – I see it everywhere in schools, social media, bookstores, entertainment and the
media. Mars inspires.
Politics I am less certain about – as I read more and more history I am struck about how stupid little things have
influenced a whole world and whole generation badly. And, unfortunately, as we write this in the year 2017,
prospects for international cooperation seem awfully gloomy. The American President is undoing every
international cooperative agreement – from Arms Control to Climate Change to Refugees to Trade and even
including the UN. The U.S. is becoming isolated, our only international involvements being with troops fighting
in other countries, usually without allies. In space we are prohibited (by Congress) from cooperating with China
– the only other nation with a growing major space capability. (Russia’s is waning, Europe’s and Japan’s is
shrinking, South Korea and others, without launch vehicles, just not there yet.) Yet politics change, sometimes
rapidly, while inspiration remains more enduring. While wringing my hands about the U.S. Administration in
2017, I remember how much worse our politics and social conditions were in 1967-8 or how quickly Lyndon
Johnson and Richard Nixon fell from grace (and power) within a couple of years after their landslide election
victories. Or, as in the particular example underlying this book, how rapidly the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics dissolved and communism ceased to be a world force.
That kind of rapid change could not have been predicted in 1983 when I first went to Russia and began a 25-year
odyssey of planetary adventures. What also was unknown (at least to me) was the very involved role that nongovernment organizations can play in government programs. The lobbying and influencing is of course wellknown, I am not naive about that. But the actual participation of non-government organizations in space
exploration – both with activities on Earth and in space, including sending payloads about ourselves to other
worlds – that was new. It is less new know, partly because of things we did, but also because times have
changed and there is a greater sense of public-private partnerships in space, and elsewhere. Some of it is hype
and ephemeral, but some is and will actually happen – and many of the adventures recounted in this book are to
a greater or lesser extent precedents and precursors for public-private partnerships now being discussed. The
other big surprise – besides political changes and space program involvement, was adventure – hot air
ballooning in Lithuania, volcano climbing in Kamchatka, visiting the Soviet hydrogen bomb factory with Edward
Teller, observing a Soviet ICBM launching the Barents Sea, etc. The two lessons I draw from this are (1) things
change and (2) individuals can make them change.
Thus even while concluding the future of human space exploration is in doubt and Mars exploration may
actually be dead-ended (or trapped in a cul-de-sac) and that prospects for international cooperation and great
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ventures are weak – I also conclude that working now in this gloomy environment may be no worse or no
different than it was three decades ago. I had to work then around US-Soviet government hostility and
obstructions to good relations and contacts. In the mid-1980s, American planetary scientists flocked to Russia
and sought space on Soviet planetary mission because that is where the action was. In these years, government
support was limited and government obstructions were high. Non-profit organizations, Universities, private
individuals, and some few business entrepreneurs filled the gap – not driven by ideology but by opportunity
(and inspiration). I cannot claim The Planetary Society turned the tide (of government hostility and mutual fear),
but I will claim that we prevented or reduced at least a little of the flood damage that tide might have caused.
This gives me hope, and underlies the chief lesson learned that I want to offer from all the Russian adventures of
which I write here. When the national policies are inhibiting – work around them. Engage with interesting,
exciting, inspiring ventures to set the stage for when, with 100% certainty, those national policies will change.
.
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